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DETAILS:
'

TT GENERAL ACTIVITIES OP THE NATIONAL
RENAISSANCE-PARTY. ( NRP )

~
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/ T-l Indicated on June 28, 1957, that the NRP A
continues to maintain headquarters at .10 lfest_9.0t.h4-,

Street ._.New~York~CityMifTthe apartment of JAMES^jj, ^ A /r
—

pftDOLE, it s national "leader. ErS YI*j^ ®

T-l indicated on April 29, 1937, that the OTP
is still an anti-Semitic, anti-Negro, neo-Fascist
organization with activities generally confined to the
New York City area. He ..indicated that JAMES MADOLE,
founder and leader of the Party, is the only person
who constantly performs party functions. He stated
the Party’s main function is the printing and
distribution of the National Renaissance Bulletin
on a montSSy tasis and other literature from time
to time, which is distributed throughout the United
States and abroad where it is reprinted by similar
organizations. He stated that the NRP recently
has distributed large quantities of Arab literature
after stamping it with the name of the NRP and
that finance for the Party's operations is partly obtained
in this manner.

T-2 indicated on May 28, 1957; that

|

j

Information furnished by T-2 Cannot be made public
except after the issuance of a subpoena duces tecum.

II. INDIVIDUALS CONNECTED WITH THE NRP .

T-l indicated on April 5 , 1957, that PREDERIC^EISS,
a former member of the NRP sometime ago, had indicated
that~he was angry at MADOLE because MADOLE refuses. to

2
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cooperate with him. T-l said WEISS had indicated
that he is thinking of writing an attack on. MADOLE
to the effect that MADOLE has been regularly receiving
money from an agent of a Jewish organization.
,;shid the agent referred to by WEISS is SANPOR^RIPFITH,
agent for the Ant i-Defamatibh^ League in New York A?
‘CXty7~and~that"t'ITi s is ‘a ‘laughable situation becaus

'

WEISS himself has been-working" with this agent
for a long time*-

T-l indicated on April 29, 1957, that JAMES MADOLE
had indicated about three months ,ago that "Columbia
came here and took pictures of ' me and I was interviewed
for my views on the Puerto Ricans here in New York City"

.

T-l said he believes this was CBS Television and
MADOLE indicated that although they stated they would
televise it he has not heard anything about it
since that time, and he would be happy if it was not
shown on television because he stated "the Jews sent
them in trying to show me up"

;

T-l indicated on May 8, 1957', that the television
program on which MADOLE* s interview was supposed to
be used was shown on May 5, 1957, on CBS Television in
a program by EDWARD R, MURROW concerning the
Puerto Rican problem* However, MADOLE 1 s interview
was. not utilized, probably because it was highly

.

critical of the Puerto Ricans in New York City, and
this program showed only favorable comments concerning
the Puerto Ricans*

T-l Indicated on May 23>, 1957, that MADOLE had
Indicated on May. 21, 1957, that his vacation was
beginning and he would make the rounds of the Arab
establishments to obtain new literature. He indicated
he would visit the Syrian Delegation, 515 Park Avenue
and the Egyptian Delegation, 900 Park Avenue, on
May 22, 1957, and, expected to obtain a large amount
of literature. T-l said that it appears that MADOLE
is definitely an agent for the Arab nations, because of

- 3 -
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On May 22, 1957* Special Agents of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation observed JAMES MADOLE
entering the building at 515 Parle Avenue in which
building is located the office of the Syrian Delegation.
MADOLE was observed by the agents departing from
this building approximately one hour later carrying
several large manila envelopes which he did not have
when he entered the building < • MADOLE was later
observed by the agents entering the building at 902
Park Avenue/ which is the address of the Consulate
General of Egypt and departing from this building
several moments later/

T-l indicated on May 17* 1957* that the"New
. York Journal American" on May 10, 1957* in a 'column •'

\
|
by X‘0UIS\ SOBOL’’ stated" "that a rabble-rouser who

1 is an undercover agent for Egypt has not registered
1 with the State Department.-' T-l indicated that in
* discussing this article JAMES MAD0LE£ had stated that .they
probably were referring to him.

- 4 -
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III. STATED AIMS AND PURPOSES OP THE NRP

The May, 1957 National Renaissance Bulletin contained
the following on its masthead:

"Official organ of the National Renaissance
Party devoted to a restoratipn of the American Repshlic,
the preservation of American soverej^t^mdtthe
establishment of an American regime based on the
principles of racial nationalism and social justice"

,

IV. ACTION TAKEN TO IMPIgMENT THE PROGRAM OP
THE. NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY

A. Meetings

T-l indicated on May 17, 1957, that an NRP
meeting was held at the apartment of JAMES MADOLE
on May 2, 1957, and that MADOLE stated he and
four other boys had distributed Arab literature on
East 86th Street on April 27, 1957, and had encountered
no interference.

' ^tWoO
T-l added that "a^meetlngor tHe^MF^was held at

MADOLE s apartment on 'May

i

% 1957, which was attended
by LOUI^MQSTACCIO. JOSEB«fOTbDEN and (First Name
Unknown^ ^

\ At this meeting MADOLE said that he
had visited the Arab offices for .new literature,
but was not successful in getting any as they
were waiting for new shipments.' MADOLE stated that, Sg&PfegyptLsns
told him not to bring or send JOSEPH RIDDEN for
literature and they also warned MADOLE to be careful.

T-l Indicated on June 11, 1957, that a meeting
of the NRP was held at MADOLE 1 s apartment on May
2yrT9'5fr, which was attended-bv MOSTACCIO. RUDDEN and
al Hec stated this was I Ifirst
meeting ai^d.

dinner at
e later Invited MADOLE to his home forz<*

T-l stated that

[
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an official of the Algerian^ had promised MADOLE
that he would attend one of the Thursday night
meetings and MADOLE had obtained literature from

I lentitled. "The Kingdom of Saudi-Arabia"
and "Saudi-Arabian News", dated March; 1957’.

T-l Indicated on June 24, 1957* that a NRP
meeting was held at the apartment of JAMES MADOLE
on June 13* 1957* which was attended by about six
persons. He indicated that I 1 was again
present and tried to impress MADOLE with his knowledge
of the segregation situation in the South. T-l
also indicated that a NRP meeting was held at
MADOLE' s apartment on June 20, 1957* which was
attended by about six persons, and. that MADOLE had
no new. Arab literature at this meeting*

B* Publications

T-l indicated on April 29* 1957* that MADOLE
recently indicated he had distributed Arab literature
on the night of April 5* 1957* in the vicinity of
East 86th Street with about individuals. MADOLE

.
Indicated "the Jews came along and then they called
the cops" . MADOLE said the policeman refused to
arrest them saying there was no law against
distributing literature. MADOLE indicated they had
distributed about 500 pieces of literature on this
occasion.

T-l added that MADOLE had indicated he is running
out of Egyptain literature and can no longer trust
JOE RUDDEN to go to the Egyptain office to obtain
it for him.T-LTe said MADOLE indicated that in a short
while his vacation would begin and he intended making
several visits himself for additional literature and
said the Egypt fcAns had arranged for him to get literature
in the office of the Algerians at 150 East 56th Street.

- 6 -
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T-l indicated on May 6 , .1957 * that the
Manch-April, 1957 issue of the National Renaissance
Bulletin .is presently being distributed by MADOLE.
He said, this issue contained one article entitled,
"Israel, The Vampire State of the Middle East", by
JAMES H. MADOLE. T-l said this article is anti-Zionist
and anti-Israel and indicated that large sums of

v

money are being drained from America.; and other
countries of western 1

.Europe by Israel. .

T-l indieated^n June 10, 1957* a recent sheet
printed by CGNBSnMC GINLEY, of Union. New Jersey.

. for the subject/ group was. entitled, "The JewisIT~Perli" .

He said this was a single sheet wit&a^i-Je^sh state-
ments on one side and anti-Jewish
the other side. T-l added that the se
had been used by I l a former NRP
member Several years ago, in similar NRP literature.

T-l indicated on June 26 , 1957* that the National
Renaissance Bulletin dated May, 1957* was currently
being distributed by MADOLE and contained one article
entitled, "Modernist Christianity Seeks To Undermine
Racial Pride", by JAMES H. MADOLE.

,C. Other NRP Groups in the United States
And Association of the NRP with other
Nationalist Groups

'

No information has been received during the
period of this report indicating other NRP groups
in the United States or the association of the NRP
with other nationalist groups.
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Surveillance of JAMES MADOLE on May 22.
was conducted by SASl
and[

.125
,
7 ,

I

LEADS

NEW YORK

bo
b7C

•"At New York, New York

Will maintain contacts with
information regarding NRP activities
meetings.. - .

I I
for

, literature and

Will maintain contact with I I

and report any significant information regarding

b7D

b7D

Will maintain contact with other NY sources
for information- regarding the. NRP.

-Will continue to submit quarterly report.

REFERENCES:

Report of SA 4/17/57, at New York.
be
b7C
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. '

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION •

201 East 69th Street
,

,

'

J New York*.. New York .

'

, JUL 2 21957,

Regarding: National Renaissance Party .

T-l lri this report of. Special Agent \ I

1 captioned and dated as, above , .
has furnished

. reliable information in the past and obtained his
information from a source whom he, termed reliable

/ and a member of the subject group-, v
,

.

'

T-2 mentioned in the 'above referenced report.
1

’

has .furnished reliable information inlhe past.

This memorandum is loaned .to you by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, and neither it nor its.
contents- are to- be distributed outside the agency

'

to which loaned., -

y

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINS)
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ' v
DATE Z'lT-fV BY*22 *1

, ENCLOSURE
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Official organ of the NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY devoted to a restoration of the

|

American Republic, the preservation of American sovereignty and the establishment of

an American regime based on the principles of racial nationalism and social justice.

Published in New York, N,Y. June-July, 1957

$2.00 per 12 issues Volume 8, Nos. 6 & 7

NRP LEADER SPEAKS ON TELEVISION AND RADIO.

For the first time in the history of American television and radio the bars of

censorship were dropped temporarily in order to permit James H. Madole, director of

the National Renaissance Party, to speak on such questions as the Jewish role in the

creation of the World Communist conspiracy, how the Zionist pressure groups in the

United States are undermining American prestige in the Middle East and Asia and the

vital need to restore strict racial segregation throughout the nation in order to

safeguard the future of White civilization on the North American continent. Mr.

Madole appeared on the radio program, "THIS IS NEW YORK”, on Monday evening July 29th

and on the television show, "NIGHTBEAT", on Tuesday evening, July 30th at 11 P.M.

This latter TV appearance was in the form of an interview with the show’s official

interrogator, John Wingate.

The obvious purpose behind this sudden relaxation of TV and radio censorship

was to make the NRP, which has been expanding slowly but steadily each year since

1949, appear as a conglomeration of eccentrics and crackpots led by a madman. Every

effort was made by John Wingate to make the party and its leader appear in the

worst possible light, When he failed to interrupt Mr. Madole in his analysis of

Jewish activities which were detrimental to the United States, Mr. Wingate switched

over his line of questioning from political and racial subjects to personal questions

Resorting to the usual Jewish psychological line of mumbo-jurobo, Wingate sought to

infer that Mr. Madole 1

s opposition to the activities of racial minority groups arose

from the fact that his parents had been divorced when he was two years of age.

According to this weird line of reasoning, Madole had transferred his hatred toward

one of his parents into a distorted hatred of racial minority groups. Failing in

this ridiculous line of attack, Wingate quoted statements from several Jewish

psychologists, the head head of the American Legion and the Rev. Dean James Pike of

St John's the Divine Cathedral to the effect that the NRP was a "neo-Nazi type or-

ganization", that Madole should learn to love all people as brothers ad nauseam.

Outright lies were even resorted to in the advance billing of the forthcoming

TV interview with the NRP leader. We quote from the "TV GUIDE" of July 27th:

"James Madole, head of the National Renaissance Party, which has been placed on the

Attorney General's subversive list, will speak about anti-Semi tjsm and how much

support his and similar groups receive in the U.S. today."

At the beginning of- the interview, Mr, Wingate kept trying to hammer the idea

into the heads of his TV audience that the NRP was subversive in the eyes of the

federal government. Mr. Madole interrupted him to point out conclusively that THE

NRP HAD NEVER BEEN PLACED ON THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S LIST OF SUBVERSIVE ORGANIZATIONS.

A government report attacking both the NRP and Conde McGinley's patriotic newspaper,

"COMMON SENSE", had been turned out by the Velde Committee on December 14th, 1954.

This report, ostensibly drawn up by the House Committee on Un-American Activities

led at that time by Congressman Harold Velde, was actually prepared from the files

in the New York offices of the American Jewish Committee, the Non-Sectarian Anti-

Nazi League and the Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B'rith. The Velde investigators

actually set up their New York base of operations in the office of the American

Jewish Committee. These private Jewish snoop and smear organizations actually



function as tax-deductible "gestapos" whose purpose is tcrlrire a host of unsavory

characters to pry into the personal and business affairs of American citizens who

are allegedly "anti-Semitic". Two of the individuals who signed affidavits and pro-

cured information on the NRP which was subsequently turned over to Velde Committee

investigators by these Jewish "private gestapos" were Lawrence Sestito, a gentleman

who served four years in Rahway State Prison for armed robbery, and Mana Truhill

(alias Emmanuel Trujillo), who has just finished a two year term in Montreal Prison

on a narcotics charge. These gentlemen, and several others like them, were the type

of creatures employed by the Jews to spy on and infiltrate legitimate American

organi zations.

The Velde Report was leaked to columnist Drew Pearson by stooges of the notor-

ious Anti -Defamation League of B'nal B'rith two days before the Congressmen on the

committee had even seen it. This brought a rousing protest from Congressman Francis

Walter, the present head of the House Committee on Un-American Activities. The pro-

posed prosecution of NRP leaders under the Smith Act as well as a host of other

ridiculous allegations compiled from the files of these Jewish outfits were dropped

completely by both the Justice Dept, and the U.S. government. The NRP WAS NEVER

PLACED ON THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S SUBVERSIVE LIST.

\

Despite Mr. Wingate's vindictive line of questioning, Mr. Madole got across a

tremendous amount of information on racial questions to a huge TV audience. The

Dumont Studios, producers of "N1GHTBEAT" admitted that the listener response was ex-

cept! onall heavy and spontaneous. Further proof of Madole' s success lies in the

attitude of columnist Lester Granger writing in the "AMSTERDAM NEWS", the largest

pro-integrationist Negro newspaper in the East. We quote Mr. Granger:

"Television screens these days (or rather evenings) seem increasingly to be

given over to presentation of professional race hate makers. "N1GHTBEAT", for

instance, presented last week an obscene character introduced as head of the

National Renaissance Party. He was worse than Eastland, if this can be imagined—

worse not because his racial views descended to any lower depths, but because he

was so plainly psychotic and, therefore, incapable of observing even the outside

limits of human decency,"

"It is time to raise the question as to the actual effect of these appearances

upon the public frame of mind. Those who support them hold that for a loose-lipped,

Negro-hating demagogue to appear on television before millions of listeners does

more to expose their utter bankruptcy of intelligence and morality than a thousand

condemnatory editorials could accomplish...On the other hand, is it not true that

there are many people who are not necessarily indecent, but are cefctainly not

thoughtful who can be taken in or unconsciously influenced by the very fact that

television has dignified these apostles of hate by allowing them time on the screen?

There are people who tend to believe anything that they read because "they wouldn't

be allowed to print it if they couldn't prove it." Could it not be that television

is creating a similarly naive class of viewers who give credence to what they hear

if it is shouted loudly and incessantly enough?

We believe that left-wing Jewish and Negro pressure groups will move heaven and

earth to keep the NRP from using either the radio or TV screens of the nation ever

again. Only by making your desire known to the various TV studios can we hope to

appear once more.
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A NEW BLACK PLAGUE THREATENS AMERICAN CITIES

James H. Madole

By clinging to ancient Anglo-Saxon traditions of Constitutional government and par-

liamentary democracy the American White man is slowly digging his own grave by means

of the ballot-box and sounding the death knell for Western civilization on the North

American continent# Democratic thinking falsely equates quality with quantity caus-

ing our vote-worshipping Democratic and Republican political bosses to equate hordes

of illiterate, semi-savage Negroes and Puerto Ricans with the descendants of our

White European ancestors whose creative genius and courage founded the United States

of America. Under our Electoral College system these racial minorities can become

the political majority by the simple expedient of transporting masses of Southern

Negroes and Puerto Ricans to key voting areas like New York, Pennsylvania, New

Jersey, Ohio, Illinois etc.

Even now tremendous numbers of Southern Negroes, inflamed by Jewish-sponsored NAACP

propaganda to hate and revile the White man, are being transported to key Northern

industrial areas like New York City, Paterson, Newark, Philadelphia, Chicago and

St. Louis. Upon reaching these cities the Negroes and Puerto Ricans are given jobs

in Jewish sweat-shops where they toil daily for meagre pay, They are housed in

slum areas like New York City's harlem or the Black Belt of Chicago where most of the

filthy tenements and pawn-shops are run by Jews. Thus hordes of illiterate Negroes

and Puerto Ricans become the political captives of militant Jewish pressure groups

whose avowed purpose is to create a gigantic, nation-wide voting bloc which will com-

pletely dominate our local, state and federal government. If this process is

allowed to continue unchecked the white race will go the way of the American Indian,

without property rights or recourse to law. We will become aliens in our own native

land as America becomes a predominantly colored nation tracing its heritage to Africa

rather than to Europe. History will portray that the White man fell victim to the

perfidy and deceit of his own politicians and clergy.

American politicians are now being forced to pass legislation to break down all seg-

regation in both public and private housing in cities like New York and Chicago.

Foolish Southerners who believe that only the Negro is involved in this struggle

should study the following statement from the "NATIONAL JEVvTSH POST" of August 9th,

1957 appearing under the headline "NEGROES BACK JEWS IN FIGHT AGAINST N.Y. ANTI-

SEMITIC HOUSING BILL":

"Intergroup solidarity dealt a blow at discrimination here during a 2^ New York City

Council hearing on the Sharkey-Brown-Isaacs Bill to outlaw racial and religious bias

in private housing. A proposed amendment to the bill, which would have driven a

wedge between Jews and Negroes, was categorically rejected by Negro defense organ-

nations. It was an attempt to perpetuate primarily anti-Jewish discrimination,

and was to have exempted co-operative apartments from anti-bias provisions of the

bill, Edward S. Lewis, executive director of the Urban League of Greater New York,

who also opposed exemption of the estimated 35,000 high rental co-op dwelling units,

told the "POST" that although colored people were not directly involved because of

the extremely high rentals, any measure that was anti-Semitic was automatically

also anti-Negro. During the hearing Frank S. Horne, executive director of the

Mayor's Commission on Intergroup Relations and Algernon Black of the New York State

Committee Against Discrimination (SCAD) charged that the luxury cooperatives were

the hard core of residential anti-Semitism in New York City. Black represented the

views of five Jewish defense organizations concerned with the legislation—American

Jewish Committee, American Jewish Congress, Anti-Defamation League, Jewish Labor

Committee, and Jewish War Veterans."

New Yorkers were faced with a two-pronged attack when Jewish pressure groups sought
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"to force Negroes into als^rivately owned low cost housin(^jnits while Negro organ-

izations backed up the Jews in an effort to break down all barriers to Jewisfi invasion

of privately owned, luxury apartments and co-ops. It is a well known fact that where

the Jew penetrates today, the Negro and Puerto Rican will dwell tomorrow. Conservative

Americans, who usually flee in abject terror at the mere thought of being labelled

anti-Semitic, united with racial nationalists in opposing the Sharkey-Brown-lsaacsBill

whose purpose is to flood every residential area of Greater New York with hordes of

Negroes and Puerto Ricans. We quote from the column, "Heard Around City Hall", in

the "New York World Telegram" of August 9, 1957;

"Top Democratic leaders, looking for a way to get out from under Mayor Robert F.

Wagner's anti-bias housing bill, are talking desperately, but not too hopefully, of

persuading the Mayor to back a referendum on the controversial issue. Party Leaders

confess that mail is running 10 to 1 against the proposed law, which would bar dis-

crimination in the sale or rental of most housing in the city. And, they say, most

of the mail is from tenants, who comprise the biggest voting bloc in town. Dem-

ocratic bigwigs admit privately that the Mayor violated a cardinal principle of pol-

itics; By playing up to minority groups, he aroused the majority."

Meanwhile Jewish newspapers are fanning the passions and hatred of the Negro against

the White man to a boiling point that can only end in violence and mass-murder. Semi-

savage and easily inflamed by highly skilled Jewish agitators like Theodore Kheel of

the Urban League, Arthur Spingarn of the NAACP and Charlie Abrams of the State Com-

mittee Against Discrimination as well as James Wechsler of the "NEW YORK POST" and

Eugene Meyers of the "WASHINGTON POST" and a host of others stretching from coast to

coast, the American Negro is being prepared to attack and destroy the White man in

North America. The Negro press does not preach tolerance and brotherhood toward the

White man. Their publications resound with hatred toward the White man and his civ-

ilization. We quote the columnist Dan Burley in the "NY AMSTERDAM NEWS" of August

10, 1957 in his article entitled, "Chicago Haunted by Riot Threats";

"Busting out at the seams from overcrowding, pockmarked with rigidly segregated areas,

boiling with thinly contained racial animosities, Chicago, traditional hotbed of

Negro-White tensions, is fairly crying to have for itself another full-scale race

riot. Social scientists, city planners and politicians are agreed that within the

next ten years a Negro may be elected mayor of this city of more than 3,396,608,

second largest in the U.S. But before that day comes, Chicago may be rocked by race

rioting on a scale that will make the famed 1919 disorders seem like a church outing

by comparison. All signs certainly point to such a riot. Soon. Maybe today.

Maybe tomorrow or next week. Whenever it comes, its going to be a major one, for the

big town by Lake Michigan is spoiling for an old-fashioned, "poolroom" type race

riot. And a poolroom type race riot is the grown up son of a Lenox Avenue poolroom

melee of the 1928 variety in which they hit one another with cue sticks, balls and

everything else including the spi toons and then try to stomp out the eyes of the

fallen with the heels of their shoes."

"Today they're shamefacedly trying their best to sweep the recent Calumet Park race

riots under the municipal rug with the rest of the city's vexing race problems in-

cluding the riots in Cicero, Pelham Manor and Trumbull Park... Crux of the situation if

the fact that segregation, brutality and White Citizen Council mobs .are forcing

Negroes to leave the South and they're heading into Chicago at the rate of 1,000 a

day seeking refuge from oppression. In recent years the problem has become coubly

acute with the daily arrival in Chicago ox hundreds of hillbilly cracker whites

from the bowels of Mississippi, Alabama, Tennessee, Arkansas, Texas and Louisiana.

They noin the thousands of Negro-hating Poles, Bohunks, Hungarians, Italians and

shanty Irish and Lithuanians already infesting the town and start anew on their life

"work" of making Negroes "stay in their place." In this they are helped often by

white cops and Catholic priests who conduct churches in these neighborhoods of the
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foreign-born and have be6n lately accused of helping to ran Negro hatreds in their

services or advice.,..Politicians, Negro as well as white, profit from officially

maintained Negro slums, These Negro votes which could elect a Negro mayor of Chicago

or "mess-up the situation so nobody else could win" has put 5 Negro aldermen in the

50 member city council, 1 Negro in the state senate and several in the house of rep-

resentatives. There should be at least 10 more Negro aldermen based on the nearly

1,000,000 Negroes in Chicago, two, maybe 3 in Congress and proportionate increases

in representation at Springfield, capital of the state... Only a handful of Negroes

seem to realize that segregation is forging the framework of a frightful holocaust of

racial violence that only U.S. Army troops will be able to stop."

To further demonstrate the flames of fanatical hatred which are being kindled against

the White man in the Negro and Jewish press we quote from weekly columnist Elijah

Muhammad in the "N.Y. Amsterdam News", leading Negro newspaper on the East coast, in

his column of July 20, 1957;

"The so-called American Negroes, with their God, Allah, shall become the Universal

Rulers, believe it or not. They can do it now if they would quit this Slavery Relig-

ion called Christianity of the White Race. No Black people will ever be free who

accept Christianity, You automatically become the servant of the White Race and not

of God on accepting their religion."

Thus we find, from a study of his own daily publications, that the childish, ignorant

savage passions of 20,000,000 American Negroes are being forged into an effective,

vicious revolutionary force which will immerse American cities in a tidal wave of

blood and destruction, BEHIND THIS FRANKENSTEIN MONSTER STANDS THE FINANCES AND IN-

TELLIGENCE OF THE JEW. AMERICAN WHITE MEN, WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO ABOUT IT? Shall

the bodies of your daughters be torn and desecrated and your sons be butchered by

this savage uprising or will you organize behind the NRP and give us the power to

act against this menace?

a-*#####*#*#########

ARN URGENT MESSAGE TO ALL PATRIOTIC AMERICANS.

Our party is working overtime to spread the truth by means of radio, TV,

the printed and spoken word. You must act as individual Paul Reveres to spread the

word in your own area of the country. Purchase extra copies of this issue at the

following bulk rates:

10 copies - - $1.00 100 copies - - $12,00

50 copies - - $7.00 500 copies - - $60.00

1000 copies - - $110.00

Subscription rates to our monthly Bulletin cost TWO DOLLARS per 12 issues.

If you have not yet done so, send in your subscription and subscribe for a friend.

The following excellent books on subjects of vital interest to every nationalist

are on sale at the following rates this month:



1. "UNCOVERING THE FORCES FOR WAR" — published by Examiner Books- - an attractive

120 page book which skillfully documents the hidden powers behind two world

wars. ($2.00)

2. "JEWS and MODERN CAPITALISM"—Werner Sombart—a complete codumentation of the

Jewish role in the creation of capitalism. Expensively bound. ($4.50)

3. "DEMOCRACY & WORLD DOMINION" —Schoonmaker—a 331 page book dealing with the

imperialist activities of the so-called democracies and the sinister Jewish

forces behind World Communism in Europe. ($3.00)

4. "GRUESOME HARVEST" —Ralph Keeling—an extensive documented survey of the

costly attempt to exterminate the people of Germany economically, morally and

culturally after World War II. 140 pages, reveals Morgenthau Plan. ($2.00)

Please send your immediate assistance in this vast work by purchasing

books or subscriptions.

Send your contribution without delay to:

National Renaissance Party

10 West 90tb Street

New York, New York.



Assistant Attorney General
William F. Tompkins September 6, 1957
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Reference is made -to my memoranda dated
February 26, 1957* and June 13, 1957, and your replies
thereto dated March 26, 1957, and June 25, 1957*

The Department Is requested to advise whether a
determination has been made in this matter*

62*83296

Tolson _

Nichols .

Boardman ,

1

Belmont

I Mohr

Parsons .

Rosen
Tamm
Trotter
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Holloman

Gandy

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ^ .^.,1 „

HATE P-3Vft BY W-lj

ROTE ON YELLOW

j

By memo 2/17/56 Department advised that it had
designation of NRP under EO 10^50 under active consideration,
requested certain information. Requested information furnished
to Department. By lets 2/26 and 6/13/57 Department requested
to advise what action it contemplated taking against NRP.
By memoranda 3/26 and 6/25/57 Department advised matter still
under consideration, stated Bureau would be advised as soon as
a determination reached.
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Honorable Robert Cutler

f. Perry Lippitt, Halted States Marshal
of the Supreme Court, advised that the court will not
be in session from noon, October 28, 1957, until
November 12, 1957.

’
. , !

’
*

The foregoing information is beiag furnished
the Attorney General and intelligence agencies of the
Armed Forces and has been furnished the Marshal of
the Supreme Court, Capitol Police, and Metropolitan
Police Department, Washington, D. C.

Any additional pertinent information received
relative to this matter will be made available to you
promptly.

Sincerely yours,

STo Edgar Hoover < •

NOTE ON YELLOW ;

'

By airtel today New York and Baltimore are
being instructed to have informants and’ sources check to

determine if representatives of the National Renaissance
^JParty in New York City and an anti-inTegr^tToiT^n) up
/in DeareT^flarylantlT^il 1 participate in -the picketing

W-TM* '

:

tits'

* 2



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC D ICLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 07-09-201Z

a

- Liaison Section
V- Mr. Mansfield

£

^Tolson

Nichols -

Boardman .

Belmont _
Mohr

Parsons

Rosen
Tamm

^Trotter

A’case
'%' Room .

<nman

September 30, 1957

Director of Naval Intelligence
Department of the Navy
The Pentagon

.

Washington, D. 0.

John Edgar Hoover, Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation

DECIA

^LAOCii

Subject:

INFORMATION CONCERNING
(SUBVERSIVE CONTROL)

A confidential source advised he has received
information that the captioned individual is a member of

"

an organization knovm as The National Renaissance Party, ,5| pj,
which operates from 10 West 90th Street. New York. New ^ ~ ""

"

York. The source informed thatl
1

1 lis reoorted to be* a
i serial number

. His address is reported to be
1

|» This source has no furt;her information
concerning!

Reports concerning The National Renaissance
Party have previously been furnished to you. i

'°

si

Jo information identifiable with
has been located in the files of this Burep^*

(

O'^ i*? it
xhis information is furnished for youa^ittent i,on

.

It should not be disclosed to unauthorized pers<5hs. 7’

0TM?srk
5

f
NOTE ON YELLOW: N

g
he National Re^K^^nce Party is^Being considered
rtment of designation under Executive
.?0> ‘

his ‘O/btter is classified uS5gfetit in view of the

A>" race ,£

Iv/lflent record^ ranee
I i and is deacr
1 nair aim I leves

eu dsE
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 07-09-Z01Z

*lARO FORM NO. 64 V.A

Office Memorandum • united states government

Director, FBI date: September 13, 1957

Legal Attache, London (6U-3lt6)

Wfl CLASSiREt

INFORMATION CONCERNING—
FOREIGN MISCELLANEOUS

DECLASSIFY QN.m
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ederal Bureau of Inyestigation

Records Branch
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Name Check Unit — Fvoom 6523
Service Unit - Room 6524
E orward to E ile Review
Attention
Return to

, 195 V

Ext ,

T ype ofmReferences Requested:
Regular Request (Analytical Soarc hi)

All References (Subversive & Nonsuhvers ive
Subvers 1ve R eferenee s Only
Nonsubversive References Only
Main References Only
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Type of

c
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Restricted to Locality of
Exact Name Only (On the Nose)
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Check: for Alphabetical Loyalty E orm
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Office ^Aetno, k/ndum • united staJss government

to DIRECTOR, FBI (62-83296) date: 10/3/57

SAC, MEW YORK (105-6112)

^NATIONAL REMAISSAMCE PARTY
IS - X

„ I I furnished the NYO copies of a sheet
entitled/^Exposing the Perils of Racial Integration, 11 which
is the latest literature distributed by the subject group.
This source stated that this anti-Negro literature is being
sent to various persons in the South, including ARCHIBALD

^sCOOTY, 776 Northwest Street, Jackson, Mississippi.

Two copies of the above literature are enclosed for
the information of the Bureau.

The New Orleans Office was advised of the above
under the case entitled "JAMES H. MADOUE; IS-EGYPT;
REGISTRATION ACT," Bufile 105-52256.

1
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\Jj)- Bureau (62-83296) (Encs. 2) (RM)
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1 - New York [
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ENCLOSURES (2) TO BUREAU

Bufile 62-83296
NY 105-6112

"NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
IS-X"
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PERILS OF RACIAL INTEGRATIONTHE

ALL INFORMATION CONTAIN®
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED FYPnHTNfl
MT*2-27-f*. nrfoy-W/frEWi?0

»®'J We quote herein some of the leading, statesmen, scientists, and philosophers that
mankind has yet produced and their Viewpoints in regard to the fundamental inequality of
the Negro race.

I. ABRAHAM' LINCOLN— (pages 145-146, Vol. 3^-^COLLECTED WORKS OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN" by Roy P.

Basler, . Rutgers University Preset. 1953) :

V'

"I will say, then, that I am hot, rior ever- have been, in favor of bringing about in any
way the social and political equality of the white and black races; that I am not, nor
ever have been, in favor of making voters or jurors of Negroes, nor of qualifying them
to hold office, nor to intermarry with white people, and I will say in addition to this
that there is a physical difference between the white and black races which I believe
will, forever forbid the two races living together on terms of social and political
equality, and inasmuch as they cannot so live, while they do remain together there must
be the position 6f superior and inferior, and I, as much as any other man, am in favor
of having the superior position assigned to the white race.

"

2. MEREDITH TOWNSEND— (World renowned English anthropologist):
"None of the black races, whether Negro or Australian, ; have shown within the historic
time the capacity to develop civilization. They have never passed the boundaries of
their own habitats as conquerors, -and never exercised the smallest influence over '

peoples not black. They have never founded a stone city, have never built a ship, have
never produced a literature, have never suggested a dreed."

3. WILLIAM ARCHER—(Well-known English critic, writerand publicist)
:

"In moving among. Negroes,—one has. constantly-, to- avowy perhaps to' struggle against, a
sense of their fundamental, inherent, ineradicable inferiority. Whatever may be their
amiable and even admi rable qualities, one cannot resist the conviction that they are
some degrees nearer the brute; nor can one wonder at their proved incapacity to evolve
for themselves any approach to civilization." (taken from Archer's book, "INDIA AND
THE FUTURE")

4.

OLIVEAIRA 7IANNA— (a member of the Brazilian Academy of Letters and noted South American

_

.^author) : . : ,

' "

;

’

'^i v^The pure Negroes never will be able, not even the most advanced representatives of the
/race; to be assimilated completely into the white culture: their capacity for civiliz-

.* ? atioh' does, not extend beyond merely imitating, more or less imperfectly, the, habits
and customs' of the whites. Between the Negro's mentality and that of the Caucasian
lies' a substantial and irreducible difference which no social or cultural pressure, no

' ;matter how long .it may be continued, can possibly overcome."

5.' THOMAS JEFFERSON— (from page 164, "LIFE WRITINGS & OPINIONS OF THOMAS JEFFERSON" by
B.L. Rayner):
"Nothing is more certainly written in the book of fate than that these. (Negro) people
are to be free, nor is it less certain that the two races, equally free, cannot live
in the same government (nation). Nature, habit, opinion have drawn indelible lines
of distinction between them. It is still in our power to direct the process of
emancipation and deportation, peaceably, and in such slow degree, that the evil will
wear off insensibly, and their place be filled up by free white laborers."

All those Americans who want further information on these vital racial
issues should send TWO DOLLARS for our monthly, "NATIONAL RENAISSANCE BULLETIN".

Send your subscription or request further information:
'

• V ’

,

v ' National Renaissance Party

,>V .
10 West 90th Street

• New York 24, N. Y.
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Uhlta Mother at mixed

race naeting* Why vj

children go to school

with the negroes, I

don't think there is

anything wrong with it.
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Hello Grandpa - Hello Grandma

Making A Big Stink

They do this with

the money yon

thought went to

charity, but It

does not go that

way. They use

your money to

fight you back

with, to get laws

made for their

own benefit.

Wake up for your country's sake, City and State, for your

own sake and the future generations sake, and the white

peoples sake as wall as the colored peoples sake, (hr

enemies are behind the more. They have been undermining

us for the last 30 or 40 yews. We are eo divided, that

if a war started tomorrow, God only knows where we would

land, (hr enaqr 1b organised - but we are not*

Order from

National Renaissance party

.

10W. -90th St., New York 24, N.Y.

25 copies for $1.00
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SYNOPSIS:

The National Renaissance Party continues to
maintain headquarters at 10 W. 90th St., NYC,
in the apartment of JAMES MADOLE, its national
leader. No public meetings were held during
the past months and the main activity of the
party has been the distribution of the jjune-
July National Renaissance Bulletin and ^various
Arabic publications which MADOLE received from
Arabic officials. I

b7D

JAMES MADOLE appeared
radio programs in July and

NRP. No
on television and
answered questions concerning the
indication of NRP association with otheh
nationalist, groups.

ni
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DETAILS:

/ I. GENERAL ACTIVITIES OF THE NATIONAL

/
. RENAISSANCE PARTY (NRP)

IS T-l indicated on September- 27, 1957 , that JAMES
MA.DOLE_jcontlnue s to operate the NRP from his apartment at
TO West 90th Street, _New York -City, He stated that MADOLE
is the national leadel^^anST^this address is the only
headquarters of the party. He indicated further that no
public meetings of the party have been held during the
past months and the main activity of the party has been
the distribution of the National Renaissance Bulletin
dated june-July, 1957, as well as distribution of various
Arabic publications which MADOLE has received from Arab
officials and has distributed through NRP sources after
stamping this literature with the name of the MRP.

T-l indicated on July 19, 1957, that MADOLE
recently complained about the slowdown in business for NRP
literature. MADOLE indicated he is getting very little mail
and no donations, but blames the weather conditions for this
situation.

MADOLE indicated he has recently been in touch with
Saudi-Arabians and has met two or three of the officials.
He stated that one of the Saudi-Arabians, who had promised
to speak at a meeting of. the NRP and then excused himself
by indicating that he was; leaving town, had finished a new
booklet, copies of which MADOLE, expected to receive in the
near future. T-l added that individual referred to by
MADOLE is undoubtedly OMARpmADRA.., alternate representative
to the United Nations ~t130# Saudl-Arabla.

J^f^
'

JAMES MADOLE of the NRP was interviewed by JOHN
WINGATE on the television program, "Night Beat," channel 5

,

on July 30, 1957. WINGATE questioned MADOLE about the NRP
and referred frequently to statements made in the House
Un-American Activities Committee Report of December 19, 195*1.
MADOLE stated during this interview that he is a fascist
and wants to abolish the existing constitution, but he did
not state how this would be accomplished.



NY 105-6112

MADOLE stated his party stood for racial national-
ism, and social justice. MADOLE. indicated that the NRP was
opposed to Jews because they maintained "dual citizenship/'
and he was opposed to Puerto Ricans because they are a
"mongrel

1

race."

•WINGATE attempted to obtain from MADOLE a statement
concerning the number/me&bers in the NRP, but MADOLE
evaded answering this question and also would not. indicate
in what manner the party gained its. support.

| y advised on July 31 » 1957 > that radio station
WCBS had carried a program on July 29 > 1957 , which contained
an address by JAMES MADOLE, delivered in behalf of the
captioned organization. He stated that from statements made
by MADOLE, he believed the NRP had for one of its aims the
overthrow of the present form of government in this
country. He advised that MADOLE had outlined the objectives,
of the organization as being "economic, judicial and
cultural." He said among the changes proposed by MADOLE
were the abolition of free elections, the placing of prominent
Americans, such as DOUGLAS 'MAC ARTHUR, in office and the
deportation of the Negroes and Puerto Ricans to their
country of Origin,

T-l indicated on August 28, 1957 s that MADOLE
indicated to date that he had received $214.00 in donations
resulting from his television appearance in July. He said
.that most of -this money came from unknown- persons, which
meant that they are not on the NRP 's regular mailing list.
He added that MADOLE had received 39 new subscriptions
for the National Renaissance Bulletin as a result of his
television- appearance.

T-l further Indicated that MADOLE is presently
working on a new bulletin which will deal with segregation
as well as -his version of his television appearance, T-l
said. that ohe article would be entitled, "NRP Leader
Speaks on TV and Radio." This article would state that for
the first time in history, the censorship bars of TV

- 3 -
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NY 105-6112

and radio were dropped temporarily to permit MADOLE to
speak for the obvious .purpose of making the NRP appear
to be led by a crack pot and mad man.

T~1 said the second article would be entitled,
"A New Black Plague Threatens American Cities," which
stated that the Southern Negroes are being influenced and
exploited by the Jews who sponsor the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People.

.

1

T-2 indicated on Seotember 26. 1957. that the

The information furnished by T-2 should hot be
made public except after the issuance of a subpoena duces
tecum.

b7D

II . .
INDIVIDUALS CONNECTED WITH THE NRP

JAMES MADOLE was observed by a Special Agent of the
FBI leaving the building at 271 Madison Avenue, New York
City* at 5:0.0 p.m. on September 24, 1957.

Telephonic inquiry on August 27* 1956, to L.F.
DOMMERICK Company, 271 Madison Avenue, New 'York City,
revealed that JAMES MADOLE was employed at this firm.

£
IE-1 indicated on August 28, 1957, that[ 1

had visited the apartment of JAMES MADOLE
recently and was accompanied by a 16 year old boy. T-l

] allegedly had visited. JOHN KASPERsaid that
several months ago in the south and KASPER had encouraged

I I to organize citizens councils in New York City.
T-l said that MADOLE had indicated that I I is
using the mailing address of | 1

be
" b7C
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I but had said that, "He is not looking for
council members, he Is looking for boys." T-l stated that
MAEOLE had explained., this by indicating that I I

is a homosexual and he indicated that both he and his
mother-. Mrs, MADOLE, were disgusted with the manner in which

I I conducted himself while at their apartment.
MADOLE indicated that he wants nothing further to do with
this individual because of his outward apparent homosexual
tendencies. -

' /
It is noted that JQHMyKASBER~was convicted on

July 23/ 1957 ,. at Knoxville , rtJ®nne,s,s.ae,, of contempt of
court for violating a Federal court Integration order.

T-l advised on September 27, 1957, that MADOLE
had recently received a request from a lawyer named
ARCHIBALDjfemT.Y.,^776 North, We.s^StreetJ^Jackson J ,ja,s.slssippl , ___
for segregation literature. T~1 said that MADOLE sent
him 300 copies of a sheet entitled, "Exploiting the Perils
of Racial Integration,"

III, STATED MEANS AND PURPOSES OF THE NRP

The June-July National Renaissance Bulletin carried
the following on its masthead, "Official organ of the
National Renaissance Party d'evoted to a restoration
of the American Republic, the preservation of American
sovereignty and the establishment of an American regime
leaped an the principles of racial nationalism and social
justice." 1

IV. ACTION TAKEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PROGRAM
OF THE NRP

A. Meetings

T-l Indicated on September 11, 1957, that MADOLE
said he would attempt to obtain a meeting room at Steinway
Hall, New York City, '''to hold the NRP public meeting on either
September 20 or 27, 1957.

- 5 -
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i 1
be

| |
Steinway Hall, New York hie

City, indicated on September 13., 1957* that neither

,

MADOLE nor anybody else connected with the- NRP had
made a reservation for September 20 or 27* 1957.

T-l indicated on September 27* 1957* that MADOLE •

indicated he would not hold, .an NRP public meeting until
,

next month after his bulletin is ready for mailing and
distribution,

bo
b7C

B, Publications

T-l indicated on August 30* 1957* that the NRP
Bulletin dated June-July, 1957* contains two articles
entitled , "NRP Leader 'Speaks on Television and Radio"
and "A New Black Plague Threatens American Cities," He •

indicated these articles were written by JAMES H. MADOLE
and had been printed for the NRP by Conde McGinley,.
Editor of "Common Sense,"

It Is noted that "Common Sense" published by the
Educational Association of -Union, New Jersey,

which was characterized in a report issued on December 17*
195^* by the Committee on Un-American Activities of the
United States House of Representatives as a "hate group"
vehicle publishing "some of the mdst vitriolic hate
propaganda ever to come to the attention of the Committee."
According to the report, "Common Sense" depicts Communism
as "Judaism," and devotes its pages almost exclusively
to attacks on the Jewish and to a lesser extent, the Negro
minorities in our nation. Sympathy for the former Nazi
regime in Germany is also injected 'into this propaganda.

T-l stated on September 19-*, 1957* an NRP meeting
was held on September 12, 1957* at MADOLE 's apartment*
10 West 90th Street . -New York City, and the only ..persons

v^in attendance were JAMES MADOLE f . GRACEjffiADQLE . JOE
WUDDEN andJFWM L MADOLE indicated that he was
preparing the n’ext National Renaissance Bulletin and

. it would attack the American Legion because' MADOLE claimed
tha the Legion during its recent convention in Atlantic
City had filed a motion or resolution demanding that the
Attorney General place the NRP on the subversive list.
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T-l Indicated on September 27, 1957, that MADOLE
had a thousand leaflets printed by. DILL MG FINLEY - at the
offices of "Common ,Sense" in New Jersey.

. He., stated these
leaflets were entitled, "'Exploiting the Perils of Racial
Integration" and were signed by the- NRP at the bottom.
One side of this leaflet Carried 10 cartonns showing
their version of the progress made via integration and
'miscegenation.

T-l further indicated that. MADOLE had received
the latest "Newsletter" from the Palestine Arab Refugee
Office, New York City, and was distributing it through
NRP channels after stamping.it with the NRP. stamp.

It is noted that in June, 1955, the Palestine
Arab Refugee Office, 801 Second Avenue, New York City,
registered with the Foreign Agents Registration Section,
United States Department of Justice as an agent of the
Arab Palestine Office for Refugees, Beirut, L'ebandsa-*

C. Other NRP Groups in the United States and
Association of the , NRP with Other Nationalist Groups

No information has been received during the period
of .this report indicating that the NRP has any .activity
outside New York City or that it has attempted to
associate with other nationalist groups.
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Careful consideration has been given to each
source concealed and T symbols were, utilized in the report only
in those instances where the identities of the sources must be
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Fisur*- of MADOLE on 9/24/57 was conducted by SA

Copies of this report are being furnished to Secret
Service, NYC, and INS, NYC, which organizations have an interest
in NRP members mentioned herein, and copies are furnished to
ONI, OSI and ®-2, NYC, for intelligence -purposes.

LEADS

NEW YORK

At New York, New York

1. Will continue to follow activities of subject
organization through established sources.

2. Will report any activity that subject group engages
in concerning segregation in the South.

3. Will continue to submit quarterly reports.'

REFERENCE

Report of SA 7/22/57, at New \York.
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Enclosed herewith are two photostats of the
st - September, 1957, National Renaissance Bulletin.
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^ It is noted that this Bulletin, written by JAMES
_JLE, leader of the subject group deals with the Little
situation and on page 2 he States that "Eisenhower's

FBI (Federal Bureau of Investigation) is carrying out an
inquisition which even arrests and holds teen-age girls
incommunicado overnight. The FBI is trying to frame up a
new sedition trial by accusing leading citizens of Little Rock
of conspiracy to foment rebellion, against a Federal Court
Order to integrate Central High School." .

The above is fOr the information of the Bureau.
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NATIONAL RENAISSANCE BULLETIN

Official organ of the NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY devoted to a restoration of the

American Republic, the preservation of American sovereignty and the establishment

of an American regime based on the principles of racial nationalism and social

justice.

Published in New York, N.Y. August & September, 1957

42.00 per 12 issues Volume 8, Nos, 8 St 9

EISENHOWER SETS UP A MILITARY DICTATORSHIP IN ARKANSAS

Janies H. Madole.

President Eisenhower, like Truman and Roosevelt before him, has proceeded to trample

the civil rights of the overwhelming majority of White Gentile Americans beneath his

feet. Under extreme pressure from every Jewish organization and periodical as well

as the combined hierarchies of both the Protestant and Catholic clergy, Eisenhower

ordered the entire IOIst Airborne Division of 11,000 armed troops to march into

Little Rock, Arkansas and force 9 Negro children into the previously all-White

Central High School. When 1500 irate White parents gathered before the school to

protest, Eisenhower’s armed Cossacks led by the Jewish officer, William Kuhn, drove

them back with the cold steel of their bayonets, injuring two American citizens

during the resulting melee. To further inflame the situation armed Jewish thugs and

political agitators were sent into Little Rock to knife or shoot segregationist

leaders. Prior to Eisenhower’s military invasion of Arkansas, while Governor Faubus

was maintaining order with the National Guard, four Jews armed with cameras and

sheath knives were seized in front of the High School in Little Rock. These Jews,

Marvin Segal, Robefrt Milavetz, Mike Goldman and Murray Gallinson, all claimed to

be merely passing through town en route from Minnesota to Florida. Shortly after

the invasion of Eisenhower's Army and the resultant conquest of Central High School

by 11,000 troops, another Jew, Sidney Wolfe, was seized by soldiers. He was

dressed in military uniform, masquerading as a member of the IOIst Airborne Div-

ision and carrying a loaded 38 calibre pistol. After taking him to Army. Head-

quarters for questioning by military authorities, ALL FURTHER REFERENCE TO THE

SIDNEY WOLFE AFFAIR WAS SILENCED BY BOTH THE MILITARY AND THE PRESS. WHY?

Before the riotous developments in Nashville and Little Rock took place the Jewish

Press had already laid down their strategy for the breakdown of all racial barriers

in public schools throughout the South. We quote the editorial page of the "New

York Times” published by the Jew, Arthur Sulzberger: "The opening of a new school

year is almost upon us. With it will come the opening of a new round in the effort

to end the segregation of white and Negro children in our schools where it exists,

segregation which the Supreme Court ruled unconstitutional more than three years

ago... The survey of conditions in Southern states printed in these columns yester-

day showed that progress is being made. Some degree of integration in schools or

colleges or both has been achieved in most Southern states. Only five states,

South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Florida and Mississippi, have succeeded so far in

completely defying the Supremo Court as well as the moral imperatives of the sit-

uation. If all goes well, a significant start toward integration will be made in

jthe next few weeks in such important cities as Little Rock, Arkansas, Nashville,

Tennessee, and Charlotte, Greensboro and Winston-Salem, North Carolina. If in-

tegration can be begun and carried out in these cities, then really major progress

will have been made, progress which cannot fail to have influence elsewhere in the

South”.

"The struggle for integration, it is clear, must proceed on two levels. Where

violence is used energetically to end such violence and to punish those responsible

for it. Where court suits or other legal means are being used, they must be an-

swered in kind. In this latter arena, of course, the issue can never be in doubt,

The Supreme Court has by now made it abundantly clear that equal, integrated ed-

ucation is the due of every child of the land under the law of the land."



We have only to witness the brutal suppression of segregationist leader John Kasper

and Rev, Fred Stroud in Nashville, Tennessee as we]l as the midnight raids by Fed-

eral Marshals which caused 16 citizens of Clinton, Tennessee to be dragged from their

beds, chained before the eyes of their families, and carried off to Knoxville jails

where they were held for trial on charges of allegedly interfering with a Federal

Court Order to integrate the Clinton High School in order to understand the police-

state methods being used by the Jewish dominated Supreme Court and the Eisenhower

gangster regime in Washington. Governor Orval Faubus, in a recent TV interview,

stated facts which proved that Eisenhower's FBI (Federal Bureau Of Intimidation) is

carrying out an inquisition which even arrests and holds teen-age girls incommunicado

overnight. The FBI is trying to frame up a new sedition trial by accusing leading

citizens of Little Rock of conspiracy to foment rebellion against a Federal Court

Order to integrate Central High School. They are desperately trying to vindicate

Eisenhower's unprecedented military invasion of a sovereign American state by seek-,

ing to create some hidden conspiracy in which, if possible, they can implicate both

Governor Faubus and the most influential citizens of Little Rock. In this way they

also hope to terrorize the few Southern governors who might yet seek to resist the

Jewish Commissars in Washington.

Both the Jews and the leaders of the Christian clergy are working overtime to im-

plant in the minds of our White Gentile population the idea that Americans as law-

abiding people MUST OBEY THE DICTATORIAL EDICTS OF THE SUPREME COURT WHETHER OR NOT

THEY PERSONALLY APPROVE OF THEM. Working under this asinine supposition our early

colonial ancestors would have tossed George Washington, Patrick Henry, Benjamin

Franklin and the other founding fathers of the American Republic into prison as rev-

olutionary agitators against the laws and taxes of the English King. Americans

would never have gained their precious freedom were it not for our rebellious fore-

fathers who staged such demonstrations of seditious activity as the Boston Tea Party

and the shooting of the King's Redcoats in the village squares at Lexington and

Concord. Never forget that our precious Declaration of Independence gives our cit-

izens the inalienable right to take up arms against any regime which becomes oppress-

ive to the American people. ABOVE ALL, EISENHOWER AND HIS JEWISH MENTORS SHOULD

NEVER FORGET THAT AMERICAN FREEDOM WAS BORN IN THE BLOOD AND FIRE OF REVOLUTION

AGAINST TYRANNICAL LAWS.

A. study of the political appointees on the U.S. Supreme Court makes one believe these

nine leftist buzzards would feel more at home behind the tomb-like walls of the

Kremlin than in Washington, D. C. Should free Americans become chained forever by

laws passed by the Austrian Jew, Felix Frankfurter? He placed hundreds of his fellow

Jews in high government posts under Roosevelt's New Deal regime. Many of these were

students under Frankfurter when he was Dean of the Harvard Law School, Some of these

notorious leftist disciples of the Supreme Court Justice include Alger Hiss, Dean

Acheson, John Abt, Nathan Witt and Lee Pressman. Before his appointment to the

Supreme Court by Roosevelt, Felix Frankfurter was the attorney for the anarchist mad-

men, Sacco and Vanzetti, as well as the notorious Communist, Tom Mooney, who bombed

a patriotic parade in San Francisco. He also supported the nine Negroes who mass-

raped two White girls in Scottsboro, Alabama. Some of these Negroes, who were un-

iversally defended by the Jewish Press, celebrated their release after the famous

"SCOTTSBORO CASE" by raping two more White girls in the state of New Jersey. A sec-

ond worthy gentleman on the Supreme Court, in fact the Chief Justice of the Supreme

Court, is Earl Warren of California. A friend of Felix Frankfurter, Warren owes his

rapid success in California politics to the renowned Jewish racketeer, Artie Samish.

To better cement his ties with International Jewry and to further assure the kosher

stench emanating from "our nation's Highest Tribunal", Earl Warren donned a black

Jewish skull-cap and started to take instruction in Talmudic Law. We quote from

page 1 of the "NEW YORK TIMES" of Sept. 14, 1957;

"Chief Justice Earl Warren enrolled yesterday for a short course of instruction in

judicial processes more than 2000 years old. The head of the nation's highest
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tribunal sat down with scholars of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America for

three days of discussions of Jewish law and its relevance to contemporary legal

problems."

Judge Brennan, most recent appointee to the U.S. Supreme Court, aroused Senator Jos.

McCarthy to challenge his fitness for the position on grounds that Brennan had a

leftist political record. Considering the traitorous crew already described above

as our chief law-makers, we believe that being a leftist would adequately qualify

Brennan for a seat on "the nation's Highest Tribunal".

We now quote the stuttering, bewildered, physical wreck of a man who serves as

Jewry's most perfectly responsive instrument in the White House since the death of

another "walking corpse", Franklin D. Roosevelt, Eisenhower's only legitimate

thought concerns his golf score and his farm at Gettysburg. His ghostwriters" are

Jews, his personal secretary and liason-man to Congress is the Jew, Maxwell Rabb,

formerly an officer in the B'nai B'rith. His liason-man to Wall Street is the Jew,

Sidney Weinberg of Goldmann, Sachs & Company. We now quote Eisenhower's note to

Senator Richard Russell, who had branded the military invasion of Little Rock as

"high-handed and illegal methods". We now quote Eisenhower's note according to the

"NY DAILY NEWS" of Sept. 28, 1957:

"My conviction is that had the police powers of the State of Arkansas been utilized,

not to frustrate the orders of the court but to support them, the ensuing violence

and open disrespect for the law and for the federal judiciary would never have

occurred. When a state, by seeking to frustrate the orders of a Federal Court, en-

courages mobs of extremists to flout the orders of a Federal Court, and when a state

refuses to utilize its police powers to protect against mob persons who are peace-

ably excercising their right under the Constitution as defined in such court orders,

the oath of office of the President requires that he take action to give that pro-

tection. Failure to act in such a case would be tantamount to acquiescence in an-

archy and the dissolution of the Union."

1 must say that I completely fail to comprehend your comparison of our troops to

Hitler's storm troopers. In one case military power was used to further the am-

bitions and purposes of- a ruthless -dictator; in the other to preserve the institu-

tions of free government."

Senator Russell had stated that "federal troops were applying tactics which must

have been copied from the manual issued the officers of Hitler’s storm troopers".

Senator Herman Talraadge of Georgia also made the following criticism of Eisenhower's

vicious tactics in Arkansas: ,

"1 used to have respect for the great military hero who led the Battle of Europe and

the fighting across the plains of Africa and who led the world's greatest military

might to defeat Adolf Hitler. 1 had respect for this man, but today I do not have

the slightest respect for the conqueror of Little Rock."

With all due respect to both Senators Russell and Talmadge, it is obvious that

neither of these American politicians have the slightest idea of what Nazi Germany

or Hitler's philosophy of National Socialism were fighting for or stood for. This

becomes e\en more woefully apparent when the same Senator Talmadge who damns

Eisenhower's policy of ramming integration down the throats of the citizens of

Litt! i Rock with cold steel, nonetheless, has seen fit to praise the Zionist Jews

and their state of Israel on innumerable occasions. Is Senator Talmadge so blind

or stupid that he never takes the trouble to read the Jewish Press? Does he not

know THAT EVERY JEWISH PAPER AND ORGANIZATION IN AMERICA DEMANDED THAT EISENHOWER

USE FORCE AGAINST GOVERNOR FAUBUS? Does he not know that Arthur Spingarn of the

NAACP, Theodore Kheel of the Urban League and Charles Abrans of the State Committee

Against Discrimination (SCAD), all ostensibly Negro organizations, ARE IN REALITY
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JEWS? Are Senators Russell and Talmadge ignorant of the fact that Adolf Hitler and

National Socialism were the strongholds’ of White supremacy in Europe or do they

actually believe that Roosevelt and Eisenhower who brought French Senegalese and

American Negro troops into the heart of Europe and permitted them to expend their

sexual lusts on beautiful White girls were believers in the Southern tradition of

White supremacy? There are 70,000 illegitimate mulatto children in England, 60,000

in Bavaria as of 1948 and an untold number in Northern Germany as a result of

Eisenhower's Administration in Germany, The following AP Dispatch emanated from

BAD KAEUZHACH on Sept. 5th:

"The U.S. Array has recommended that Negroes with White Wives transfer out of the

Texas-bound 2nd Armored Division. "Its a means of preventing embarrassment when the

division begins to move from here to Fort Hood, Texas in November", a spokesman said.

Some of the Negroes in the division have married German girls."

We should bear in mind that Roosevelt, surrounded by Jewish advisors like Rabbi

Stephen Wise, Felix Frankfurter, Henry Morgenthau and Sam Rosenman, was the man who

first packed the Supreme Court with professional leftists. As Rabbi Wise said,

"Some call it Communism, but I call it Judaism." It was the hordes of Communist-

minded Jews surrounding Roosevelt who cried up a "HOLY WAR OF REVENGE" against Adolf

Hitler and Nazi Germany and AMERICAN BOYS SERVED AS THEIR CANNON FODDER. It was

Roosevelt who ordered Eisenhower to destroy with phosphorus bombs the beautiful cul-

tural centers of Europe. It was Roosevelt who ordered Eisenhower to pull back Amer-

ican troops AND PERMIT SOVIET RUSSIA TO OCCUPY CZECHOSLOVAKIA, EASTERN GERMANY AND

BERLIN. Eisenhower, unlike General Douglas MacArthur who resigned when ordered not

to bomb the Chinese Reds beyond the Yalu River in the Korean campaign, obeyed the

commands of Roosevelt and his Red Jewish advisors. That is why Eisenhower was nom-

inated for presidential candidate on the Republican ticket. HE KNOWS HOW TO OBEY

JEWISH ORDERS BOTH IN GERMANY AND IN ARKANSAS.

Should Senators Russell and Talmadge still entertain the slightest doubt concerning

their foolish comparison of Eisenhower, Jewry's little errand boy in Washington, and

Adolf Hitler, the defender of White (ARYAN) civilization in Europe we will now quote

from the "MEMOIRS OF ALFRED ROSENBERG", Hitler's philosopher of the Nazi Movement,
,

page 113:
’

"The very state that today charges us with "crimes against humanity", the U.S. A.,

ought to listen with particular interest to the theories of race and heredity if it

wishes to preserve its power. Fourteen million Negroes and mulattoes, (Ed. Note:

Rosenberg's Memoirs were published in 1949* There are now TWENTY MILLION NEGROES IN

AMERICA.) four to five million Jews, the Japanese in the Best etc. are more than

America can hold without endangering the heritage of her pioneers. But if the

present generation fails to do something to elude the fate of someday having 25

million Negroes and mulattoes and 10 million Jews in America, then a later generation

will have to use harsh judgment. The U.S, A. will have to decide whether they want

a White America or whether they wish to make their choice of President an additional

step towards "mongrelization". In the latter case the U.S. A. will go the way of

Greece and Rome".

There are innumerable statements from German publications and Nazi leaders proving

that the Hitler regime was the sole bulwark of White civilization in Europe.

Eisenhower's tactics may be reminiscent of the actions of Jewish Commissars in the

early period of the Russian Communist Revolution but they bear no resemblance to the

work of Hitler's storm troops who gave their lives in defense of White civilization.

The very same American Jewish Press which called for the extermination of Hitler's

Germany and condemned the segregation policies of the South African government is

TODAY DEMANDING IHAT EISENHOWER USE FEDERAL PMSR TO BREAK DOWN RESISTANCE TO IN-

TEGRATION IN THE SOUTH, The Negro is only a pawn used by the Jew in gaining his
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ultimate end, the complete breakdown of all racial barriers on the North American

and European continents.
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m can you help in spreading truth?

Our National Renaissance Bulletin” is sent to readers in every part of the

world. Our publications contain facts which are the result of long hours of re-

search by several party members whose task is to accumulate books, newspaper clip-

pings and research material from all parts of the world. The circulation of each

issue is dependent upon the contributions which our readers and followers send in

each month.

If each of you who has just finished reading this issue will either subscribe

or send in subscriptions for friends, it will help our work and keep your friends in-

formed. Each subscription costs WO DOLLARS per 12 issues. Those v;ho wish to pur-

chase and distribute bulk quantities of this issue can do so at the following rates:

10 copies $1.00 100 copies $12.00

50 copies $7.00 500 copies $60.00

1000 copies $110.00

In order to secure the maximum distribution of this vital issue EVERYONE SENDING IN

A TOKEN CONTRIBUTION OF ONE DOLLAR will receive the following TWO BOOKLETS AS A

BOOK BONUS. Please ask for BOOK BONUS.

1. "GAMAL ABDUL NASSER”- - by Desmond Stewart - - a 15 page booklet outlining the

political career of the man most hated by the Jews since the death of Hitler,

2. ”THE ARABS OF ISRAEL” - - a 30 page booklet dealing with the cruelties practiced

against the Arab population of Palestine by the Zionist gangsters who seized

their lands and possessions with the approval of the Truman government.

We also have for sale the following excellent books dealing with matters of concern

to every nationalist. Purchase yours by return mail:

1. ”THE TRAGEDY OF ANTI-SEMITISM”—by renowned English nationalist A. K. Chesterton

This book is wonderful for a new student of the Jewish Question in world

politics. A 29b page, stiff-bound volume containing s debate between Chesterton

and the Anglo-Jewish author, Leftwich. ($3.00)

2. "THE JFMStt WAR OF SURVIVAL”—by Arnold Leese—One ox the greatest and most

fascinating compilations of documentary evidence concerning the role played by

International Jewry- in fomenting World War II. 125 pages ($1.00)

3. "UNCOVERING THE FORCES FOR WAR”—Examiner Books—an attractive 120 page book

which skillfully documents the hidden powers behind two world wars. ($2.00)

4. "JEWS & MODERN CAPITALISM”- - Werner Sombart—a complete documentation of the

Jewish role in the creation of modern capitalism. Expensively bound. ($4.50)

For any of the above material send your contribution to:

National Renaissance Party

10 West 90th Street,

New York City
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In this article Madole alleges that PresidenT"Eisenhower used
U. S. Army troops to enforce integration in Little Rock and "to trample
the civil rights of the overwhelming majority of white Gentile Americans
beneath his feet" because of extreme pressure from every Jewish
organization and periodical as well as the combined hierarchies of both
the Protestant and Catholic clergy. On page two of the bulletin Madole

.states, "Governor Orval Faubus, in a recent TV interview, stated facts
| which proved that Eisenhower*s FBI (Federal Bureau of Intimidation) is
‘carrying out an inquisition which even arrests and holds teen-age girls
incommunicado overnight. The FBI is trying to frame up a new sedition
trial by accusing leading citizens of Little Rock of conspiracy to foment
rebellion against a Federal Court Order to integrate Central High School.
They are desperately trying to vindicate Eisenhower's unprecedented
military invasion of a sovereign American state by seeking to create
some hidden conspiracy in which, if possible, they can implicate both
Governor Faubus and the most influential citizens of Little Rock. In
this way they also hope to terrorize the few Southern governors who
might yet seek to resist the Jewish Commissars in Washington."

The remainder of Madole's article consists of an attack upon
members of the Supreme Court, praise of Adolph Hitler as the stronghold
and defender of Aryan civilization in Europe, and ^general criticism
of President Eisenhower who is described as -Jewry's little errand boy
in Washington." • .

The NRPiis an anti-Semitic, anti-Negro, neo-Fascist
{organization which is currently under investigation to determine if its
activities warrant the designation of the organization under Executive
Order 10450. By letter dated 6/13/57 the Department was requested to
advise the Bureau what action it contemplated taking concerning the
NRP. By letter 6/25/57 the Department advised that the matter was then
under active consideration, but no determination had been made whether to
propose the NRP for designation pursuant to. gxecyiive Order 10450.
Enclosure^^tA-oCCr /£>-222* 7 ^
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Memorandum for Mr. Boardman
.

.. : . ; ; ;

Re: National Renaissance Party ;
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RECOMMENDATION: : " - V ;

;
^

^ V'".’.
;

\
' i Y

In view of the background of Madole, his consistent
distortion of facts to serve his own ends, and the nature of. the NRP,
it is felt that no purpose would be served by contacting Madole to set
him straight concerning his remarks about the Bureau. ^

< In the past in view. of the Department’s interest in
connection; with possible designation of the NRP we have furnished
material of this kind to .the Department. Copies of previous reports
in the case of ..the NRP have been furnished to Department,; Secret
Service and intelligence agencies of the Armed Forces.. ,Y

It is recommended that the attached letter to Secret
Service with copip^ to the Department, and intelligence agencies

.

of the Armed Forces, be approved and^ transmitted . 3 J

%



DIRECTOR, FBI .

SAG, NEW YORK (105-new)

DEC f 2 1957

UNITED WHITE PARTY
IS - X

Re Charlotte
,

airtel 11/29/57.

who has furnished re-
liable information m the past

, furnished the' fol-
lowing to SA I on 12/2/57 i which • in-
formation he obtained from a'shurce whom he deemed
reliable, but whose identity .he, did not wish to
disclose.-' '• •* • •

'

ci

b6
b7C
b7D

VOV

^ :
He stated that one I

na<v®ecentiy written to- JAMES MADOLE, ; Leader of
the-^Hational Renalasan&e^Pflrty^^ a Neo-Fascist,
Anti-Negro, Anti-semetic, ^rodp in, i^C, ahd had,
stated he was sorry BiAoOEE wds'uhable to attend

‘

the-' Nati.onal.iet Convention in. Knoxville; Tennessee
He said further a second convention would be held
in December to form a permanent organization.

He stated that and
had attended the previous meet-

ing from NYC and perhaps MADOLE could make ar-
rangements to come down with them for the next

further requested MADOLE tomeeting.
furnish., his rates • for advertising in the National
Renaissance Bulletin. [indicated he wished
to place an add in the Bulletin, offering free

. » -be
"'I b7C
O

fsr

i

g
3

§

be
b7C

Bureau
1-Charlotte i 105-683) (RM)
1-Knoxville (RM)
1-LoUisville (RMXEnc .1

)

1-New York I ^
1-New, York (105-new)

EABiaxg
(7)

DA
1

NOT RECOUPED

|04 DEC ‘24 1957
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NY 105-new

samples of "all our citizens council literature"
whomever wishes to write for its,

to

c _ enclosed in this letter a
poem concerning JOHN KASPER, segregation leader;
and suggested that MADOLE reprint this poem in his.
bulletin,.. %The poem was entitled "The Real John Kasper
America * s Unrecognized Hero Sounding The Maprn - Nhat
Soldier Has His Courage?" by a "Loyal American".,

This source commented that the :
'-

material of this poem was similar to: scurrilous liter-
ature which |^_^_| had distributed.' ;in' thd Sodth* :

for many years along with J.B. .STONER,...of .Atlanta, ,

'

Geofgia.. .:'77'.

This source added; ithat [ 1
previously had .sent MAPOLE a,..shest. entitled:.
"America ;Said£ea thd Heroes of^Nashville. " , and ‘had :

requested that MADOLE .attend^a ;-'Nationalist "meet-'
ing to be held, in Knoxville; .sometime during November .'

A copy of this article which is signed bvl

r
is enclosed for the information of the .Louisville
Office* , .

It is noted that
mentioned .above, were; containedjjin referenced >,

airtel as persons who attended the Nationalist
meeting. : >•.

'

This source further , stated that
CONDE McGINLEY, Editor of the newspaper "Common
Sense" of Union, New Jersey, "a hate publication",
had indicated that he was in Knoxville at the
time of this alleged Nationalist meeting. He
indicated to this source that he visited there
with Admiral. CROMMELIN, and, that neither of them

- 2 -

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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Ny 105-new

would have anything to do with
I
who

was behind this alleged Nationalist meeting. He
stated he did not believe that there had really
been a Nationalist Convention and stated that he
did not trust
for one of the Jewish organizations,

and believed him to be a stooge

McGINLEY further indicated that
GROMMEtiN .is behind a committee to raise funds
for the men who were arrested, in Tennessee, along
with JOHN KASPER.

|
| is an established source

of the' NYO and any information furnished ;by him
concerning the above group will -be immediately
furnished to the interested. Offices
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American Republic, the preservation of American sovereignty and the establishment of

an American regime based on the principles of racial nationalism and social justice.
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THE CATHOLIC CHURCH VS. RACIAL NATIONALISE

James H. Madole

We realize that any criticism of Vatican policy causes a mental conflict in

the minds of Catholic members of the National Renaissance Party who are torn be-

tween their loyalty to a clerical hierarchy which demands the breakdown of all

racial barriers in order to unite all mankind within the spiritual embrace of the

Roman Catholic Church and the racial doctrine of the NRP which proclaims the inate

cultural superiority of the 'white (Aryan) race. The latest issue of the Negro mag-

azine "EBONY", points out that 10,000 African savages have been converted thus far.

This attempt to conquer the minds of superstitious, backward people in order to

make up for the heavy loss in church attendance in such countries as France and

Italy, which were formerly predominately Catholic nations, explains the vitriolic

condemnation of racial nationalism by the Vatican on September 7, 1957. Vatican

policy has never opposed inter-marriage between members of the I'hite and Negro race

PROVIDING BOTH BRIDE AND GROOM WERE MEMBERS OF THE CATHOLIC FAITH and that poten-

tial children would be reared in that faith. Obviously both the Catholic and

Protestant hierarchies, who were losing ground spiritually as greater scientific and

technological knowledge broadened the minds of the White race in the Western World,

must seek converts among the less civilized and less educated savages of Africa,

Central Asia and the Pacific Islands.

Both the Catholic and Protestant denominations of Christianity are universalist

religions seeking to embrace all mankind within the tentacles of their religious

embrace. Clerical dogma is based on "miracles" unexplainable mysteries and super-

natural manifestations which obviously have no place in the Twentieth Century world.

The following idiocy appeared in the "NEW YORK TIMES" of November II, 1957 under

the title: "A PATRON SAINT HINTED FOR TRAVELERS IN SPACE":

"Authorities of the Roman Catholic Church are informally considering selection

of a patron saint for space travelers, a Vatican official said today. It was be-

lieved that the most likely patron would be St. Joseph of Copertino, a seventeenth

century Italian Franciscan friar. According to tradition, he floated in the air

during religious ecstasies. In Italy, he is also considered a patron saint of

students."

Perhaps a tribe of South Sea Islanders or the 10,000,000 recently converted

African hottentots could swallow this gibberish considering their previous vast ex-

perience with "evil spirits" and tribal witch doctors but to seek to ram this

idiocy down the gullets of educated Americans and Europeans is beyond human compre-

hension. Perhaps it will awaken Christians to the undermining of all racial

barriers by the clergy when we non discuss the statement issued by the official

Vatican newspaper, "0SSERVAT0RE ROMANO" on September 7, 1957. Vie quote from the

N.Y.. DAILY NEKS", page 3, entitled "BLAST FAUBUS IN VATICAN PAPER":

"The semi-official Vatican newspaper "QSSERVATORE ROMANO" today blasted

Arkansas Governor Orval Faubus for not letting Negro students go to the same school

as whites. It declared such men should be stripped of their political rights. The

paper noted that President Eisenhower has declared that he will not permit such a

violation of the Constitution, and suggested:
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"The remedy is this: V^_/one who professes racist priru ,es, or who defends them

under no matter what pretext, should not be admitted to^^xercise any political rigtts

and even less should be eligible for public office—the same as is done in the case

of persons who have committed grave crimes. Because this is the gravest crime of

all.” The Osservatore said it was especially saddening to see such a thing happen-'

ing in the United States, "the nation that has taken part in the greatest wars and

made heavy sacrifices in the name of liberty and democracy and against racism."

We now quote the "NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE" of September 7, 1957 entitled,

"U.S. RACISTS DENOUNCED BY VATICAN"; "The Vatican daily newspaper "OSSERVATORE

ROMANO" declared today that racial hatred was crime and known racists should be

barred from holding public office in the United States "just as are major criminals. 1

’

The paper said recent events in the Southern United States were "inexcusable from

ary point of view whatever." It deplored the fact that "such excesses, which neither

sentiments of humanity, patriotism nor democracy have been able to extinguish, have
:

been able to spring up in the middle of the twentieth century." "It should be made

illegal (for racists) to hold any public position, as now provided for in the case

of major criminals," the editorial said."

This official stand of the Vatican authorities forces Catholics in America and

Europe to either accept the breaking down of all barriers between the Write end

colored races or face possible excommuni cation from the Roman Catholic Church for

seeking to resist these edicts from Rome. The clerical authorities are seeking to

interfere with the Apartheid Law in South Africa by defying the government and

ORDERING SOUTH AFRICAN CITIZENS OF THE CATHOLIC FAITH TO DISOBEY THE LAWS OF THE

COUNTRY BY ATTENDING INTER-8AC1AL RELIGIOUS SERVICES. We quote from "THE CATHOLIC

WORKER", page 3, September, 1957 issue entitled, "BISHOPS DEFY LAW ON MIXED

CHURCHES":

"The Catholic bishops of South Africa have defied that country's new church

segregation law by' ordering that "Catholic churches must and shall remain open to

all without regard to their racial origin. In a declaration read at all Sunday

Masses throughout the nation, the 25 bishops said that they alone have the power

"to decide on admittance of persons to Catholic places of worship," and that they

therefore "take full responsibility" for maintaining interracial churches. The

new declaration by the bishops came less than a fortnight after publication of

their joint statement condemning apartheid, the government's official policy of

race discrimination, as an "intrinsic evil" and a "mockery of Christianity."

"Meanwhile, Archbishop Denis E. Hurley, O.M.I., of Durban, told the Durban

press it was clear at the recent plenary conference of the Bishops in Pretoria

that South Africa's Church leaders envision ultimate racial integration in all

Catholic institutions in the country. The Archbishop, who was elected chairman of

the African Affairs Department of the South African Bishops' Conference at the

Pretoria meeting, was quoted as saying: "The Church is steadfastly opposed to

segregation in the schools and in any other institutions. However, it does realize

THAT IT rOULD BE TOO MUCH OF A PSYCHOLOGICAL SHOCK TO SPRING INTEGRATION ON THEM

SUDDENLY."

"Senator Verwoera (a member of the South African Parliament) noted at the time

that the bill makes it an offense for a Native, not the clergy, to violate a ban

under the church clause. He said, however, that any clergyman who incited Natives

to break the law would be dealt with under laws previously in existence. In such

cases, he said, persons could be charged, convicted and punished just as they

would be for violating any other law, such as marrying people without a license."

Both the Catholic and Protestant hierarchies are more concerned with QUANTITY

than with QUALITY. Through their missionary activities in Africa and Asia they are

seeking to convert the prolific hordes of illiterate, semi-savages who dwell in
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these backward arelv ,f the world to their respectivi^yands of Christian dogma.

Because the Negroes, Asiatics and Puerto dicans are both more numerous and far less

educated than their White "brothers in Christ", both churches have found a fertile

harvest for their clerical mysticism, Just as the Jew seeks to break down all

racial barriers in order to break the resistance of the White race to his complete

economic and political domination of Europe and America; so the Christian hierarch-

ies seek the same objective for the purpose of bringing all mankind under their

spiritual domination. The Vatican seeks to force inter-racial brotherhood on man-

kind in order to lower the standards of literacy and economic development to the

level of Medieval society when all sources of learning were in the hands of Holy

Mother Church and heretics, including all scientific authorities whose findings

were at variance with clerical dogma, screamed out their final death agonies on the

torture racks of the Holy Inquisition or were slowly burned alive to insure the sal-

vation of their "immortal souls". All economies were of a strictly agrarian nature

during this unfortunate period because the clerical authorities well knew that

landless peasants, whose entire life consists of back-breaking labor, have little

or no time for self-education and must, of necessity, look to "the life hereafter"

as their only hope for respite from endless drudgery. The French, Polish, Austrian

and Spanish peasants were held firmly under the clerical yoke during the Dark Ages

and even today most of the valuable property in the Latin countries as well as

Austria is in the hands of various clerical orders which pay no property taxes.

The Jews are supposed to be the mortal enemies of Christianity yet we find

their vicious leftist pressure groups working in close harmony with clerical author-

ities both here and abroad. Why is this so? The Catholic Church has published

its views on the race question and anti-Semitism for UNESCO in a 62 page booklet

entitled "THE CATHOLIC CHURCH AND THE PACE QUESTION" by the dev. Father Yves M.J,

Congar, O.P. of the Dominican Order. THIS OFFICIAL HANDBOOK HAS RECEIVED THE PAPAL

IMPRIMATUR which makes it the official view of the Vatican authorities. We find

the following statement on page 22;

"Any form of racism—not only absolute, systematized racism, but also prag-

matic and comparatively moderate racism—has disastrous consequences running

counter both to the spirit and the letter of Christianity."

We find that the Homan Catholic hierarchy considers that it owes its spiritual

doctrine to the early Jews, who allegedly had a covenant with Cod which made them

"God’s Chosen People". The Vatican believes that HOLY MOTHER CHURCH is the new

"ISRAEL" and that the Jews must now be converted to the New Israel, V.'e quote from

page 28 of Rev. Father Congar 1

s book:

"Even more clearly, therefore, we cannot hope to reach and preserve the very

heart of Christianity unless we respect what it has inherited from its Jewish

forerunners, and hence, unless we treat the remnants of unbelieving Israel (the

Jews), which are to be found among all the other peoples, as the fragments of a

Chosen Vessel whereby the highest gifts of God have come to us. (Ed. Note; The

Jews have given us the gigta of usury, the revolutionary agitation which led to

the bloody French and Russian Revolutions and interest-slavery. Did these gifts

also emanate from God?)

"Israel was chosen as a people because God's purpose is to unite all men in a

single spiritual people, the Church, to save thorn and lead them to communion with

Him, not in isolation but as a community. .. .If the choice fell, in the first place

upon one people alone, (the Jews) it was because it is apparently God's pleasure

to give first to one or to a few what He intends for all, so that men's efforts

throughout history may become a part of His scheme of universal mercy. It was

also in order to shelter the newly planted seed of true religion and to protect

the young plant before it was exposed to all the winds of the world's civilisation,"



The dev. Father Con^ then proceeds to make clear ho( )ung children, through re-

ligious instruction,''can be seduced into glorifying th^Jewish race and.the new
’

Israel, the Roman Catholic Church. On page 16 we find:

"Thus in the realm of the immortal sold—the pre-eminent, though not the most

tangible realm—men have the same vocation and the same essential history. From the

earthly point of view 1 might of course say (at least up to a point): "What have I

in common with the Laplanders or the Fuegians? My history is not theirs, nor is

their history mine." It is clearly somewhat ridiculous to give Indo-Chinese child-

ren French textbooks where they will read, for instance: "Our ancestors the Gauls"

But WE CAN ALWAYS GIVE THE* THE BIBLE AND MAKE THEM SAY LIKE GERMAN CHILDREN, »00ft

FATHER ABRAHAM". For, as Pius XI most truly said, "spiritually we are Semites";

Abraham is our father, (ED. NOTE: Abraham was, according to the dubious record of

the Old Testament, a fine old Jewish whore-master. In the Eible he is called the

Father of Mankind.) because he was the first to he "Called" and the first believer.

We all have a common history which began with Abraham and is centered on Jesus

Christ."

The Rev. Father Congar then proceeds to falsify all the facts of history,

science and ordinary common sense in regard to the Negro Question. We quote from

page 49 of his book:

"Thus American Catholics still have far to travel in a sphere in which their

honour as Christians, far more even than their honour as democrats, is involved.

The Catholic Inter-Racial Council, an association directed by Father La Farge, 5.J.,

publishes a monthly organ entitled "INTER-RACIAL REVIEW, A JOURNAL FOR CHRISTIAN

DEMOCRACY". This takes its stand on the concept of the absolute unity of the

Mystical Body (the Roman Catholic Church)and of liturgical worship. It should be

added that the clergy are unanimous in sharing these views... Father J.E. Coogan,S.J.

writes that discrimination against Negroes in schools and churches is condemned by

theologians as "unjust, impious and scandalous". A moralist, J.F. Doherty, writes

that there may perhaps be grounds for taking racial differences into account in

the case of a proposed marriage. If, however, after due consideration, a person

wishes to marry someone of a different race, no law can justly forbid it, and any

law doing so would be an unjust law, not binding, therefore, upon the conscience."

"To all this evidence, of which an infinity of other examples could easily be

found, should be added the full text of the letter sent in March, 1952 by Msgr. H.

Varin de la Bruneliere, Bishop of Fort-de-France (Martinique) to West Indian stu-

dents resident in France. The bishop goes beyond the mere rejection of race prej-

udice; he stresses the special qualities of Negroes, and their positive contribu-

tion to civilization and to the countries of which they are citizens. "We have

the history of the American Negro to prove the aptitudes of a race... Despite...all

these obstacles, the Negro population of America has advanced in all fields, (Ed,

Note: they have the highest crime rate and greatest percentage of venereal disease

of any single racial group in the U.S.) and today many Negroes hold enviable

positions in the arts, science or industry. It may not be generally known that at

the present time Americaan Negroes are running 14 banks, 200 loan societies, 60,000

trading enterprises and 200 insurance companies, that they have about 200 newsR

papers and periodicals and possess 5,000,000 hectares of land." (ED. NOTE: This

bishop must have gotten the Negroes mixed up with the Jews. There may be Negroes

behind some of the counters and desks BUT THERE ARE JEWS BEHIND THE CASH REGISTERS.)

The Catholic Inter-Racial society has set up a series of inter-racial farms

and social centers for young Americans. Its most famous landmark is Friendship

House in Chicago. The efforts made by this organization to break down all racial

barriers in American educational institutions and public housing as well as their

efforts to foster inter-racial activities among young Americans can best be demon-

strated by a talk given by Father Daniel M. Cantwell at Friendship House in Julyl95'
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"The challenge ( 'orthern cities," Father stated* 'is the changing neighbor-

hoods. Today there ait no stable interracial communitVw/. 1 think Friendship

House can make a valuable contribution toward solving this key problem. "He are

anxious," Father explained, "to broaden and deepen this work—to help other old

friends, and new friends, too, find ways of destroying the bars that segregation

has placed between members (and potential members) of Christ's Mystical Body (the

Homan Church), "Friendship House has also held many workshops for White groups in

past years—offering experience in being part of an interracial group. . .Looking

beyond Chicago, Father pointed out that Friendship House can also offer a unique

opportunity to train young workers and students from other areas. A period of work

and study at Friendship House can prepare them for work in the apostolate of race

relations in their own communities."

Thus we find the Homan Catholic Church concerned solely with breaking down all

racial barriers between members of her "spiritual community. In doing so this

clerical institution becomes a Trojan Horse or a dangerous Fifth Column in the

ranks of the White racial community. Any organization which demands that its mem-

bers work toward the breaking down of all racial barriers between the White and

colored races and which teaches young children that they are the descendants of dis-

reputable ancient Jews has NO PLACE IN A RACIAL NATIONALIST STATE OH COMMUNITY.

American Catholics must either heed the edicts of the Homan Pope or face spiritual

excommunication. The documentation in this Bulletin. can be checked by anyone.’

American Catholics must either join with the Jews and the Vatican in seeking the

destruction of White civilization or work with the NHP against ALL THE ENEMIES OF

AMERICA AND WESTERN CULTURE. If you still doubt the danger of racial intermingling

fostered by Catholic and Jewish interracial societies like Friendship House study

the following article from the "NY DAILY NEWS" of November II, 1957 entitled

"COUPLE, 17, jailed on SEX CHARGES":

"A 17 year old high school couple has been given penal terms on charges of de-

linquency after admitting sex and drinking activities. Judge Schannen sentenced

the boy, James Bowie, a Negro, to six months on the state penal farm, and the white

girl, Barbara Baker, to the Indiana Girls' School for an indeterminate term. The

two were arrested last week outside a Fort Wayne youth center after creating a dis-

turbance in a parked car. They admitted having sexual relations at least 20 times

since the beginning of school last September, police said, and also engaging in

drinking parties in Bowie's home. The girl, an attractive blond, said her mother

had tried to stop their dating. Fort Wayne juvenile authorities said DANCING OF

MIXED GROUPS US COMMON IN SEVERAL LOCAL YOUTH CENTERS and THEY KNEW OF AT LEAST

40 WHITE GIRLS AND 30 NEGRO BOYS IN THE CITY WHO GO ON INTERRACIAL DATES. OTHER

WHITE BOYS ARE DATING NEGRO GIRLS, THEY ADDED."

American Catholics should give this Bulletin to their local priest and demand

a cessation of these activities. WRITE A PROTEST TO FRIENDSHIP HOUSE, 4233 South

Indiana Ave., Chicago, 111. There are many renowned scientists and statesmen who

have proven the inherent cultural inferiority of the Negro race. Of course the

Vatican would claim that these men should not even be allowed to vote or hold office.

WE QUOTE ONLY A FEW AUTHORITIES AS SPACE PERMITS:

I. Ludwig Buchner (German anthropologist) from his book "MAN IN THE PAST, PRESENT

and FUTURE" "Turning from Australia to Africa, we encounter among the lowest

human races there, the same brutal degradation and irrationality. "It is sufficient

says Eichthal (Briefe Uber Die Negerrasse") "to have seen black men and to have

lived some time among them, in order to be convinced that here is presented a diff-

erent human nature from that of the White man." The experienced English traveler,

Burton, depicts the Negro of East Africa as a being without any moral idea, or any

thought reaching beyond the narrowest circle of things perceptible by the senses.

He has or knows no conscience, no logic, no history, no poetry, no belief except

the grossest superstition, no domestic life, no attachment to kindred, no inclin-

ation to labor, no gratitude, no compassion, no care for the future etc. Mentally
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he is totally barren and though he can observe, he can deduce nothing from what he

for thousands T***
at ttie flPSt beginnin§s of civilization andfor thousands of years has made no progress although he has had sufficient contact«ith Mltmtod peoples. He He, even .Ithont el. or profit and?, in S Startdegree obstinate end self-willed just as some animals are accustomed to be."

2. Mereaith Townsend (renowned English anthropologist) .--"done of the black raceswhether Negro or Australian, have shown within the historic time the caL tv
o eve op civilization. They have never passed the boundaries of theS o™habitats as conquerors, and never excercised the smallest influence over

peoples not black. They have never founded a stone city, have never built a
. p, have never produced a literature, have never suggested a creed."

' 7 i
7* philosoPher ’ 1742) :— "1 am apt to suspect the

777 inferior t0 the "Mtes. There scarcely ever was a civ-ilized naoion of that complexion, nor even any individual eminent either inaction cr speculation."

4. August Forel (Swiss psychiatrist, 1900).— "Even for their own good the blacksmus be treated as what they are, an absolutely subordinate, inferior, lower
type of men, incapable themselves of culture. That must once and for all beclearly stated,"

5
' I? “P"™" <“• 12

- 19U Edition):—"On the tele it

I"
* **

i 0
*fto * c’J"tir' »f Impendence and self-govem>ent theaitian people have maae no progress if they have not actually shown signs of

e rogression. (Haiti was the only self-administered Negro nation)

tho
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,

n Ll3nd we 3i “erely hope that American Catholics will align
°n

+

th8

T? talte raC8 c' nd *e8tern olvlliMtion and cast ouAhe7 and airto _p&cial influences now prevalent in the toman hierarchy m rmTSP
IS THEWS; TO FIGHT IOJ MECCA » THE BOCIJME OF HiClVimSua 08 B SS»a MMSKm «» m imatTOL, «hm»

A MESSAGE TO ALL NSP SUPPORTERS.

We urge all our contributors to aid in spreading this vital issue by sending a con-

following rates:

P h 8°8tS ° P ^ purchfiSine bulk quantities at the

10 copies — 'ia.00 100 copies — S12.00
50 copies $7.00 500 copies — $60.00

1000 copies — $110.00

The following documentary books can be purchased;

L "MEM! HM»EH" by Salph tartly - HO page took shoeing ,ff,et, of
Allied Occupation in Germany, ($2.00)

A 0F SURVIVAL" by Arnold Leese" - causes of World War II. ($1.00)

Send your contribution or book purchase order to:

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PASTY
10 West 90th Street

New York 24, New York
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•. The Bureau has been previous furnished a characterization ~ of . the

NATIONALE RUNDSCHAU in. Bonn letter dated 3-2-56 entitled *1
I IS-R."
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DETAILS

:

I, ©ENIIrAL ACTIVITIES 'OJJJHEJMTIMAi'

T-l Indl^McT on December 9,. 19577 that th
NRP continues to malntaln^Headquarters at 10 We stt. 90th
J^Trccat^^

, Jsn the apartment of JAMES}M^7dQLE

,

its national loader, ^He indicate:©1 that no publ!
meetings or the NRP- had been held during the pastf months
although . MADOLE continues to hold periodic 'meetings at his
apartment f which* are attended by a small number- of members.
T-l added that the principal' activity of the "Party during
recent months las been the distribution of the August. -

.

September and'October - November NR Bulletins

.

T-2 indicated on October 30, 1957, that. he had
attended meetings of the NRP for several years at the
apartment of .JAMES MADOLE.. 10 West 90th Street, New York
City, He said these meetings were usually attended by-
a few persons. He added that the Party apparently has very
little organization at present and he does not know where
the money comes from which MADOLE uses tl/ operate the Party.
He said, however, that in the past, EREDJWElSS, a member of
the .NKL and others, -whom he does nourelari, InHicated“W

:

im that the Anti-Defamation League in New York City was *7

furnishing money to MADOLE for. ope ration of the NRP,
*'

T-2 indicated that he did not know how this
money was given to MADOLE and does not know. if any agents
of the AntirDefama-tion League arc members of the NRP. Ho
said MADOLE appears to be in complete charge of the Party's
activities, and leads the discussions which 1 are .held , at the
meetings. He added that MADOLE attempts to induce persons
'to attend those meetings' by offering them free beer at his

told those attotiding that I 1land other . atMs would
attend these meetings . It is^moted' that 1 formerly
attended' NRP. meetings and was 1 1

1 i

d in New York City in-

1955.

- 2 -
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T-3 indicated on December 12, 1957* -that the

Information furnished by T-3 should
hot b.e’ made public except, after the issuance of a subpoena
duces tecum.. •

Central Intelligence Corps. Now York City, indicated, on
November 14, 1957, that JAMES 'MADOLE had been' interviewed
by them at his apartment at 10 West 90th Street on
November 6 , 1957-, and had indicated the following:

- ll/ • They stated that MADOLE had been listed bv one
c | as a

—^
refeFe’Ice on an Army questionnaire. MADOLE‘~stated 1

had never met 1 I but they had corresponded when
-! ^ wrnn 1 C\rzt^ i\/t a t>^t ^ 4- 1 1

;hat he

+- A V

of the

[

MADOLE stated that he knew nothing about

[

,

and had been made chairman
]
chapter of the NRP by MADOLE.

he. had read in
_ except what
also statedletters to him. MADOLE

that the NRP stands for dictatorship and that this . dictatorship
is the solution ' to the problems in the United States. He
indicated, however, the Party does not advocate the violent
overthrow of the government and he stated that if • the NRP were
in power, they, would "kill all the Jews and ship the Negros
and Puerto Ricans back to the countries of their origin."
MADQLE declined to. answer any questions concerning the present
strength or membership of the NRP.' He did advise that he
visited the Syrian Consulate in New York City, , where he was
given literature and that the Syrians buy;.his literature for
distribution in Syria and Egypt, because they as he, qre
anti-Jewish and nationalistic in nature. ' \

'

be
b7C

be
,b7C
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II. „ INDIVISUALS CONNECT - D, WITH. Tag NRL

T-l indicated on Octob-pi’ 24, 19.57 ,
/that JAMES

•MADOLE had been In be*d wlAb asthma and the fl-u for several
_

days. He said that GRACSpi'AnQTJCbn di. catod that she- was.

arranging .for ah ambulanC^Fto. take 'her son to the hospital
because it is usually necessary to\place him in an oxygen-
tent when these asthma attacks occur, as they have in the
Past.

,

1

T-l indicated on October 25, 1957, that MADOLE
was taken from his homo by ambulance to St. Lukes Hospital,
•113th Street and Amsterdam Avenue, on Qctpbor 24, 1957.

T-l indicated on October 30/ 1957, that MADOLE
was brought home from the hospital on this. date and
apparently is recovered from his illness, which was a
combination of flu and asthma.

T-l indicated on December 9 * 1957, that MADOLE
is again ill at home with an asthma attack and has not
worked for several days.

-L.

« visited ‘IlSD'O'L'Ii

j ,
T - 1 indicated on November 19. 1957

from
|

t his apartment. T-l indica
f\ allegedly a US Marine, described himself

was described

.

according to MADCLE he
hold at S-toinway Hall,

Indicated that

hboutd Ipounds . and
.attended NRP. meetings
in the pasto T-T^sadr#MADOLE

dicatiid—

that one-

ha-d'^recontlv
thnf-.l f

t tal 1

,

has
New York City,

|visitcd

b
b

England about a month ago, whore he visited' Sir. OSWALD
MOSELEY'S headquarters hh-d brought back sdmd iltd'ratii'he

for MADOLE; T-l ddsofibM Sir OSWALD MOSELSt as a '

.

well-known Fascist leader in England.

4



The following investigation concerning- MGHXB'ALB'
S. COODY was conducted at Jac'k-S'on, Mississippi, on November' 1

19.57: 1

HENRY FLOWERS, former'; SA of this Bureau and head
of the Credit Bureau-, ^PO Smith 1 President street-- Jackson,

that thereMississippi, advised SA
is no credit record for ARCHIBALDjfC.0.Q.TY,^-7J76_NQrthv/e ait_ Street

* Ja.c.kSAn^M4S'Sl^sA«pp#f^how(f||Gr< tluJ fiTfea contained the
'^======^=^

following for ARCHIBALD S fffCOODY, 776 Northwest, Street,
Jackson, Mississippi": m

COODY is 60 years old, white, male and for the
past 37 years has been employed, as secretary' of the .

Mississippi State Tax Commission, and his salary was Jlistod
as $500 per month and his wife is listed as DELIA Vj(cOODY.
His file contained no derogatory Information concerimhg
COODY. Mr. FLOWERS added that he .has. known COODY fop many
years and that COODY has now retired from his position,.

T-l indicated on Octoberi/l8, 1957, that JAMES-
MADOLE and GRACE MADOLE and_froSEPHjmUDDEN had attended
a meeting on October 13, 1957, help at the- hcadquartera
of "Common Sense" in Union, Now Jersey, He stated this
meeting was presided over by CONDT^lliC CIMLEY-—TPLi-tme-af

'igommon Sense

"

and was a1 1 endbd b.yTab out 75 persons. He
safd“"t;Rl

,

't“ffi
i

iB5LE was' not called on» as a speaker and he was
quite disappointed because he had been overlooked. T-l
further stated that MC GINLEY had printed 500 copies of the
August - September NR Bulletin consisting of 5 pages at
a coat to -MADOLE of $25.
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T-l indicated on December 3* 1957* that MADOLE
indicated that atf least 10 persons had told him that
JOSEPH RUDDEN has been selling information to anyone who
will buy it, MADOLE commented that ho could well believe
this because RUDDEN has a yon for liquor and would do
anythjtig to, obtain a drink. MADOLE indicated that
CONRADyGRIEB had recently visited him looking for RUDDEN
Who wl&" EBtei $20 for books which he had purchased from
GRIEB.

^|< T-l identified GRIEB as an old tlme—EascL&t-^whOcNaas.
b.oen distributing anti -SemitiOolite raturc for many .years

.

III,
. STATED AIMS AND PURPOSES OP THE NRP

The October - Novembers 1957 NR Bulletin
contained the following on its masthead, "Official
organ of the NRP devoted to a restoration, of the American
Republic, the preservation of . American sovereignty and the
establishment of an American regime - Ay based on the
principles of racial nationalism and sooaal justice."

IV. ACTION TAKEN TO IMPLIMENT THE PROGRAM
OF THE 'NRP

~

A . Mootings

'.T-l indicated ©n October 9* 1957*
NRP/ had been hold at the apartment of JAMES

"Street, New York City, on October 3* 1957*
following persons were present:

that a meeting of__the,

MADOLE ,
• 10 West 90th

He stated the

1/
JOBfl.RUDDEN

and PITTA, a friend of

be
b7C
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.

• MADOLE indicated to the -gathering that .No is.

continuing 'be active with '•feghrddto the aegre.g'ation
issue in ths\ .South and that -hb has sent literature to

I H of | L whori MADOLE
stated is' oi^ of the leaders of the White Citizens Council
'in.J E

—

'r#"""
bulletin which will be ready ,-fO'f ‘mail-l-ng in: a .few.days.
T-l added that^M‘AMEE'

!had d rigl-hally planned to devote
this issue to ' ah attack .<5)1 the- -AweMcan ,Legidh but was
apparently moved to changing this issue t:d deal with :

segregation. T-l said that he was not Able to learn
whether the decision to opfttihue writing oh segregation
was MADOLE 'S decision alone , or whether he Was influenced,
by someone. He stated, howevor 3 --MADCLI .; appears .to bo
taking advantage of the great notoriety On segregation
caused by the Little Hock incident and he hopes, to Obtain
new subscriptions to his bulletin and contributions by
exploiting this' present publicity.

T-2 indicated on Doc ember. 6 , 1957,- that a .

meeting was held at .MADOLE’S apartment On December 5 > a

195-7 . which Was ^tended by JOE HIDDEN, -GRACE MADOLE,- ^
FNU I ~l TOWPiTTA and RALPH fCUlNELLI . T-2 added' ..

that CHINELLI li^bs in Brooklyn, 'vlhd he believes that ho '•

has been active in the NRff fo r- some period- of time.

B. Publications

T-l indicated that on October 15, 1957; the
August - September NR Bulletin was being distributed by
MADQLE . He .said this bulletin was .entitled '"EISENHOWER
Sets up A .Military Dictatorship In Arkansas " by JAMES H.
MADOLE. Ho said that MADOLE stated in th-e article that
EISENHOWER like TRUMAN and ROOSEVELT before him 'has
proceeded to trample -the civil rights of white. Gentile
Americans because of extreme pressure by every Jewish
organization. He indicated that the brutal supreSSion
of segregation : V ' leaders, JOHN KASPER and Reverend
FRED STROUD in Nashville., indicated the -Police State
methods used by the Jewish, dominated Supreme Court and
the EISENE10WER -gangster regime in Washington. He also
stated that . the FBI is. trying to frame- up a new sedition
trial by accusing -leading citizens of Little Rock of
conspiracy to foment rebellion against a court order
to intergrate Central High School. The article also stated
the FBI is carrying out inquisitions which even arrests
and holds teenage girls incommunicato over night.

be
b7C

be
b7C
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T-l' indicated oh November 12, 19571 that MADOLE
1 indicated he has '.prepared the next ' bulletin, concerning
the Pope in Rome, and that MG GIN-LEY, . of "Common Sense]' .would
.do tFfe/ printing for him. .MADOLE indicated; however, that

I for the Egyptian Consulate,
* 9’0'0 ftrlT^AVSnue , nad wanted to. l^iEn:hF^^eri^l

-
^v^~b~eTo'r'd“

it wal printed because this bulletin also included some

.

material about Jordan being a tool of the EISENHOWER doctrine.
MADOLE stated that the 'Egyptians had returned the script
and made only some slight changes. The Egyptians'- had
indicated to MADOLE that they would reprint this bulletin,
in the Cairo newspapers and MADOLE saidhe intended' it
should go to the printers on November 26', 1957. T-^l^
indicated on December 3* 1957; that MADOLE stated the-'new
bulletin .would be delayed because the Arab material.
previously printed for this issue had been eliminated and
the issue would be devoted entirely to the Church. He

” ~-

said MADOLE would devote a full' bulletin later to the Arabs.
T-l added the title • of the article 'in this current bulletin
would be "The Catholic Church Verses Racial Nationalism".

T-l .indicated that this a
and anti-Religion.. He said that MA
anti-Christianity of Nietzsche' for
more apparent now' that he has come

I Iof ..’ the "Truth
.York City fanatic .presently on' an a
equality and the spreading of anti-
MADOLE indicated that he; had attend
Wnvombor fti 'nt Pythian Hall, .New Yo

I land that MADOLE ha

rtieife.jLs ' anti-Semitic
DOLE . has been preaching the
a long time "and it is
under the influence of.

Seekep ", who 'is _a New
l l'-out campaign against
'Semjtism..._ T-I added,
ed a meeting held
rk City,

I ~~L-

d spoken at this r
j)

t
ftj
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Oft- October 2i> 1957/ I

Young MCn's' Ghfistian Association ( YMCA )/ Ithaca,
New York, . advised SA PETER- P . MAXSON that copies of' a
circular entitled "Why Are 90 Per- Cent of Communists Jews",
and other. anti-Semitic literature had .been found placed in
the periodicals in the YMCA reading room.

On October 24, 1957, I

~1

Cornell University, advised SA MAXSON that. similar
material had been found in the Mann Library at Cornell '

•

University. The above-mentioned circulars were all stamped
as having been distributed by the subject organization and.
the above . sources stated the identity of the person distributing
this material is unknown.

. .

•

C . Other NRP Groups in the United States
"

'

•

and Association of the NRP Other Nationalist-,
Groups .

.

T-4 advised on October 21, 1951s that the Seaboard
White Citizen Council planned to picket the Supreme Court in
Washington, D.C., on November 1, 1957.. He said requests
had been sent to out-of-town groups ' to' participate in this
picketing, including the NRP. - s

T-l indicated on October 24/ 1957, that there
had been no mention by MADOLE of any plans, to go to
Washington in connection with a White Citizens Council
demonstration on November 1, 1957. T-l added that it
would be impossible for MADOLE. himself, to take part
in such a demonstration because of his health "at -present .

'and that no 'one else connected with the NRP would' participate
without MADOLE. T-l further stated that it is highly unlikely
that MADOLE would cooperate with the Citizens Council, regardless
of his health, as; he has never shown any desire in the past' to
align the- NRP. With- any other nationalist groups.. MADOLE had
stated that he definitely would not attend. a Citizens Council,
meeting, to be held at Columbia University on October 30, 195.7.

$

9
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• No other Information has been received during
the period of this report; indicating that the NRB has
any activity outside New York City 3 or that.it has
attempted to associate with other nationalist groups. •
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APPENDIX

Thb_ Seaboard White Citizen Council was operated
by JOHN KASPER^ a noted segregationist, who was convicted
on July 23, 1957 > at Knoxville, . Tonne sse j of contempt of
court for violating, a federal court integration order.

It is noted that "Common Sense" published by the
Educational Association of Union, New Jersey, which was.
characterized in 'a report issued on December 17, 193^ by
the Committee on Un-American Activities of the

•

United States House of Representatives as a "hate group" .

vehicle publishing ."some of the most vitriolic hate
propaganda ever to come to the attention- of the Committee."
According to the report, "Common Sense" depicts Communism
as "Judaism, " and devotes its pages almost exclusively
to attacks on the Jewish and to a lesser, extent, the Negro
minorities in our nation. Sympathy for the former Nazi
regime in Germany is also injected into this propaganda. .

"

P
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